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Library books insufficient 
for UOP's academic needs 
D O R T H A  L .  I N G H A M  
P a c i f i c a n  s t a f f  w r i t e r  
Reduced funding is something 
that Americans have had to deal with 
in the last few years. 
UOP students are directly affected 
by a stagnant budget and increased 
expenses in the UOP library. 
Though the library is not suffer­
ing a budget cut, library administrators 
say it is in need of a budget increase. 
The need for the budget increase 
arises because of the cost of annual sub­
scriptions to a variety of journals. The 
impact of foreign exchange rates de­
termines the costs of a lot of these jour­
nals because most of them come from 
Europe. 
These journals are used in every 
department, according to library staff 
Key role player 
Curt Redden accepts 
K R I S T I N  M .  K R A E M E R  
P a c i f i c a n  s t a f f  w r i t e r  
Curt Redden came to the Univer­
sity of the Pacific in 1989 with several 
goals in mind. He said to himself that 
when he completed those goals, it was 
time for him to move on. That time 
came this summer. 
"I had done about all I knew to 
do. I had tried all the tricks that I had 
in my bag in five years," he said. 
"The time for me to go was sig­
naled when President Atchley an­
nounced his retirement plans," Redden 
said. "I never planned to put in more 
than seven years anyway. I would have 
the decision within another year or 
two anyway. I thought, 'Am I going to 
have an opportunity of this caliber in 
a year.'"" 
Redden seized the opportunity to 
work for an institute that he held in 
high regards, and moved back to 
Honda so he and his wife could be close 
to their three grown children. He is 
now working at the Florida Institute of 
Technology in Melbourne, Ela. as the 
associate vice president for develop­
ment. 
How many books $1000 
has bought over the years 
technical serviceman Ron Ray. "The 
strategy we are looking at is to work 
with the faculty to identify expensive 
journals that are not frequently used 
and have the students work through a 
service called 'CARLE uncover' in 
which a document can be faxed to UOP 
within two days for a cost of $14 (the 
library pays half and the student pays 
the other half). Or to use the interli-
brary loan which will send the same 
document, free of charge, within two 
Source: UOP Library 
to three weeks." 
One example of these expensive 
journals, called "JETP Letters," is cur­
rently on display in the library. It costs 
$1,035 per year for the subscription. 
Ray said, "If the 'JETP Letters' 
were to fall into the not frequently used 
journals, approximately half of that 
could be used to pay (half) of the faxing 
fee for 33 people and the other half 
See Library page 2 
in endowment fund resigns 
vice president position in Florida 
While serving as the University's 
vice president for institutional ad­
vancement, Redden played a key role 
in more than doubling the University's 
endowment, which is now approach­
ing $57 million. 
"That school moved from $15 
million to $51 million in about six 
years and that was at a time of reces­
sion," Redden said in a phone inter­
view from Florida. "There is no 
fundraising record quite parallel !o 
that. It was just a heck of a lot of gener-
See Redden page 2 
Handicap access on campus 
Students and administrators clash on accessibility 
B A R B A R A  P A R R I S H  
P a c i f i c a n  s t a f f  w r i t e r  
UOP is a challenge to students 
from all walks of life. But to the 
wheelchair-bound student, the cam­
pus presents physical challenges ev­
ery day. 
Many buildings on this historic 
campus do not have elevators, which 
can pose a problem when there is a 
disabled student attending a class in 
the building. This problem is often 
remedied by moving a class that 
meets on the second floor to a first 
floor class room. This procedure sat­
isfies the American Disabilities Act. 
"It is important to provide ac­
commodations that they (disabled 
students) are entitled to, and to com­
ply with the ADA," said Anita 
Bautista, director of the Disabled Stu­
dent Services (DSS). 
On campus, there are four stu­
dents registered who use wheelchairs 
and six registered students with "in­
visible" disabilities, said Bautista. 
DSS provides services such as 
priority advance registration, note-
takers, readers, taped textbooks, 
wheelchair availability and computer 
adaptations. Recently, Disabled Stu­
dent Services obtained a cart to pro­
vide on-campus transportation for 
See Handicap page S 
Library 
continued from page 1 
could be used to buy books." 
"If we can target low-demand 
journals, we can negotiate a P°ss,^e 
cancellation and future use of the 
CARLE uncover and interlibrary loan 
services," said Ray. 
This year alone, the library needs 
nearly a 50 percent budget increase 
compared to last year's budget. Due to 
the purchase of these journals, which 
have to be paid at the beginning of 
the academic year, books cannot be 
purchased, said library administration. 
Some examples of the most ex­
pensive journals for 1994 include: 
• Bio-organic and Medicinal 
Chemistry Letters for $10,665. 
• Journal of Chromatography for 
$5,903. , , 
• International Journal ot 
Pharmaceutics for $2,646. 
These are only a few of the jour­
nals the library subscribes to and the 
prices listed above are for a year sul> 
Redden 
continued from page 7 
ous people who believed in that cause. 
Some have wondered what kind 
of success the fundraising drive will 
have without the assistance of Redden. 
President Bill 
Atchley is confi­
dent the endow­
ment fund will 
still thrive. 
"I'm taking 
up some of the 
load to do some 
of that - make 
some calls and 
dedicate more of 
my efforts in that 
d i r e c t i o n , "  
Atchley said. "I 
don't think we'll 
have any prob­
lem in doing 
that." 
"Naturally, 
it's always good 
to have as many 
good people on 
Iroard as you can. 
But if I thought 1 was going to lose in 
this year x-million dollars, than natu­
rally I would do something there, but I 
think I can pick that up and I think 
Vem (Ummel, director of the capital 
campaign) can," he said. 
Redden agrees, saying that he left 
the University in good shape and 
doesn't foresee a setback in the endow­
ment fund. 
"I was not leaving the University 
in a lurch because Vern is there work­
ing on the endowment," he said. "The 
people who are there now have done a 
marvelous job. I feel that everybody 
around me accomplished what I set out 
to do. No one individual does anything 
alone." 
Atchley said he regretted "losing 
P The same situation is found with 
periodicals. An average subscnption for 
the 1993-94 academic year was 
$207.74 in comparison to 1 9v • 
when the average subscription cost was 
$168.70. The average price of these su 
scriptions over four years, per order, 
$188 Kathy Ray of the library services 
said the New York Times costs $3,000 
to access each year. 
The actual subscription cost 
approximately $300, the microfilm to 
store the articles on is approximately 
$2 000 while the index is an additional 
$1,000. The Los Angeles Times is 
double that price. 
Most people believe the library 
receives some type of an institutiona 
discount for these periodicals, but 
Kathy Ray said there are no such dis­
counts. 
The complaint is not about actu-
ally having these periodicals and jour­
nals on file. Rather it is that it affects 
men^berofboobtotcan^ 
chased. In a company,. 2 789 D 
only Ld93 DOW number 
1993.94 year. This year ui«» 
will be substantially smaller ^ 
"The cost of running a y 
SRISSH 
fund a library for this campus^ 
The library has plenty of book , 
but the current topics, which are i 
high demand, are not being bought. 
These topics include gender studies, 
English literature, AIDS and other 1 
portant issues. There may be some 
hooks on these subjects, but the books 
r o,d and the information is very 
OUtd An estimate for the 1994-95 year 
of the total materials budget is 
$523,000, with $452,878 as the pro­
jected periodicals budget. This in turn 
leaves approximately $70,000 left to 
buy books and other important mate­
rials for the year in all subject areas. In 
1990-91, the periodical budget was 
$319,194; in 1991-92, the budget was 
$350 456; in 1992-93 it was $395,632 
and just last year this periodical bud­
get was $415,485. 
Purnell said, "President Atchley 
recently indicated there would be an 
increase for the 1994-95 fiscal year." 
The 1994 UOP Focus Report 
stated that "the library's holdings are 
insufficient in depth and in currency 
to support the University's academic 
needs. 
The Paqfican 
Weekly news for the UOP community stnce 1908 
Editorial Staff 
Curt's leadership, which has produced 
many creative new programs and dra­
matic financial results in our institu­
tional advancement program. 1 think 
that anytime you 
lose good people, 
there is going to be 
a little gap. 1 don't 
think there will be 
any dramatic drop 
because we just 
won't let it hap­
pen." 
Redden said 
all he did during 
his five years here 
was direct traffic. 
"The people who 
need to be 
thanked are the 
people who gave it 
(the money). If the 
school wasn't 
good, nobody 
would invest in 
that place. It was 
an incredible place 
and still is." 
Last month the University re­
ceived $1,243,000 in endowment, said 
Kara Brewer, director of planned giv­
ing. "The endowment campaign is 
alive and well. I think it's going to move 
very nicely," she said. "There is a whole 
team of us here on raising money. It's 
not the work of a single person." 
Brewer said the endowment en­
ables the University to underwrite and 
ensure the future of the University. 
Atchley has no plans to hire a re­
placement for Redden. " I didn't want 
to hire another vice president there, 
especially since I was leaving in a year. 
I think it's important for the new per­
son to have the opportunity to bring 
in their staff." 
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Campus Crime Report 
THEFT 
On Sept. 8 between 8-9:15 p.m., a men's 
white 1000 Rally mountain bike was taken 
from the area of Buck Memorial Hall. 
Sometime on Sept. 9 or 10, someone took 
a car stereo from an unlocked vehicle 
parked in Lot #7 (behind the fraternities). 
On Sept. 11 between 7 - 8:35 p.m., a 
mountain bike was taken from the area 
of the Athletics Department. 
On Sept. 12 a license plate was taken from 
a parked vehicle in front of Burns Tower. 
Sometime between September 1-13, an­
other bicycle was taken from the area of 
Grace Covell Hall. 
Another bicycle was taken from Knoles 
Hall on Sept. 13 between 12:30 - 5 p.m. It 
was a red men's Schwinn mountain bike 
valued at $200. 
On Sept. 14 between 9:20 -10:40 a.m., four 
hubcaps were taken from a parked vehicle 
in Pacific Circle. They were valued at $400. 
Another hubcap was taken from a vehicle 
parked in Lot #15 between 3 - 5 p.m. It 
was worth $100. 
GRAND THEFT 
On Sept. 9 between 7-10 p.m., a spare tire 
and wheel was taken from a vehicle parked 
in Lot #4 (Long Theater). 
On Sept. 13, a a silver and black TRSY 
mountain bike valued at $3,500 was taken 
from the area of the Classroom Building. 
During the same time period, a green Trek 
830 mountain bike was also taken from the 
Classroom Building. 
DRUGS AND GUN 
On Sept. 7, Public Safety officers confis­
cated a quantity of drugs and a gun from a 
room in a residence hall. The students in­
volved were presented to the District 
Attorney's office and the Office of Student 
Life. 
STOLEN VEHICLE 
On Sept. 9, a vehicle parked on North Ser­
vice Road (near the levee and Stagg Way) 
was stolen between 12:45 - 3:35 p.m. It was 
later recovered by the Stockton Police De­
partment when it was involved in a hit-
run accident. 
DISORDERLY CONDUCT 
A subject was arrested on Sept. 9 for tres­
passing on campus. He was in the area of 
the swimming pool and Casa Werner resi­
dence hall. He failed to comply with an 
earlier request to stay away from the cam­
pus. 
On Sept. 11, another subject was arrested 
for being drunk in public. He was observed 
staggering on Larry Heller Drive. 
VANDALISM 
On Sept. 11, the windshield of a vehicle 
parked in Lot #22 (Fraternity Circle) was 
broken out. 
On Sept. 12, graffiti was observed on a 
street sign. Damage is estimated at $75. 
Another windshield was broken out on 
a vehicle parked on Stadium Drive on 
Sept. 13 between 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
On Sept. 14between 3-5 p.m., someone 
damaged a vehicle parked in Lot #15 by 
spraying acid on the hood. The paint was 
severely damaged. 
A R R E S T  
On Sept. 10, a transient subject was ar­
rested on an outstanding $8,000 arrest 
warrant. He was taken to the county jail. 
Crime reports arc provided by the Depart­
ment of Public Safety. Contact It. Jerry Hous­
ton at 946-2385 for details. 
Fbr once, a cut in 
educational spending that 
actually hep students. 
" cMm 
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The Pacifican 
In Brief 
Collins to speak at COP 
Fall Convocation today 
during Pacific hour 
The College of the Pacific Pall 
Convocation will be held today during 
the Pacific hour (12-1 p.m.) in the l aye 
Spanos Concert Hall. 
The speaker will be Ronald 
Collins, associate professor of law, 
George Washington University and 
president and co-founder of the Cen­
ter for the Study of Commercialism, a 
non-profit public interest group in 
Washington I).C. 
The ceremony will include the 
presentation of the 19951'aye and Alex 
Spanos Distinguished Teaching Award 
to a member of the COP faculty. 
All students, faculty and staff are 
invited to attend. Attendance is re­
quired for those enrolled in the Men­
tor Seminar program. 
Bank offers savings for 
college students 
First Interstate Bank of California 
has developed a line of products spe­
cifically targeting the estimated 
600,000 students enrolled in 
California's 150 four-year colleges and 
universities. 
Get With the Program includes: 
• A student checking account 
with a free order of checks and a waiver 
of the regular monthly service charges 
for the first six months and also during 
the summer months for every year the 
student remains in school. 
• A credit card (MasterCard or 
VISA) with a minimum $500 line of 
credit, a one-year fee waiver and easy-
to-qualify underwriting standards. Ap­
plicant must be enrolled as a full-time 
student at an accredited four-year col­
lege or university in California, be at 
least 18 years old, have at least $250 
per month in spending money and 
meet other minor requirements. No 
established credit history is needed. 
• Student loans for either the stu 
dents or their parents. In most cases, 
repayment does not begin until after 
the student leaves school. 
Current First Interstate customers 
who refer a student will have their 
checking account fees also waived for 
six months. 
More information about the program 
can be obtained by calling local First Inter 
state branch offices or 1-800-FI-APPLY. 
Campus speech codes may be on them way out 
• i nr HPITIP 
DIANA SMITH 
Special Correspondent  
College Press Service 
Should public universities try to 
regulate what students say to one an­
other, even if the words are hostile, re­
pugnant or downright ugly? 
The question is a hot-button is­
sue on college campuses that has 
sparked recent court rulings, drawn in­
tense criticism by opponents of so-
' called "political correctness" and, at 
times, divided faculty and students into 
warring factions. 
As a result, more public colleges 
and universities are faced with the pros­
pect of re-examining, revising or even 
dropping adopted speech codes that 
may be too broad or too vague to be 
fairly enforced, even if they are well-
intentioned. 
"I think frankly that they ve 
pretty much run their course, says 
David Merkowitz of the more specifi­
cally worded hate-speech codes. 
Merkowitz, director of public af­
fairs for the American Council of Edu-
cation, says it's unlikely that student 
codes of behavior will disappear. But 
attempts by universities to adopt strict 
standards to curb hostile speech or acts 
might go by the wayside, he adds. 
One school that developed a ra­
cial harassment code that brought 
down a hail of criticism was the Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania, which dropped 
its old policy and adopted a new one 
in late June. The issue began when a 
male student faced disciplinary charges 
for shouting "water buffalo" at a group 
of female students. 
The charges against the student 
were eventually dropped. 
In the ensuing furor, university 
officials killed the old speech code and 
appointed a committee of administra­
tors, faculty and students to draft a new 
policy on student conduct. 
"The university condemns hate 
speech, epithets and racial, ethnic, 
sexual and religious slurs. However, the 
content of student speech or expression 
is not by itself a basis for disciplinary 
action," the new policy reads. "Student 
speech may be subject to discipline 
when it violates applicable laws or uni­
versity regulations or policies." 
An editorial in the "Daily Penn-
sylvanian" student newspaper ap­
plauded the change. "We couldn't 
agree more," the editorial said. "While 
hate speech, epithets and slurs are ig­
norant and offensive forms of expres­
sion, they are still just that — forms of 
expression, which should not be regu­
lated unless they present a direct threat 
of violence." 
The university also advocates, but 
does not require, mediation between 
students who are having a dispute. 
"Abhorrent language should be 
recognized and altered but never si­
lenced," says Barbara Beck, director of 
SPE 
news and public affairs. 
However, she notes that an ex­
pression of opinion and an expression 
of threat are entirely different matters. 
Threatening someone with bodily 
harm is against the law. 
"The rules on the inside of the 
university should be consistent with 
the mles on the outside," she says. 
What does work legally and what 
won't pass constitutional muster essen­
tially comes down to how student con­
duct policies are worded. 
The U.S. Supreme Court has 
struck down speech codes at public 
universities in Wisconsin and Michigan 
in recent years. 
Merkowitz says universities tend 
to be moving toward an educational 
approach that attempts to defuse stu­
dent conflicts before they start, while 
other schools may be quietly review 
African-American feel 
threatened or demeaned? 
"We're talking about sensitizing 
people . . • We're not going to achieve 
this overnight," McCarthy admits. 
What worries public school ad­
ministrators, however, is that the rights 
of students to receive an education free 
of harassment or discrimination will be 
trampled if they fail to adopt certain 
mles or regulations to protect them. 
In 1990, Stanford University in 
California adopted a stricter code as a 
result of two racially charged incidents. 
In one case, a symphony advertisement 
was altered to give an image of 
Beethoven a blackened face and curly 
hair. The advertisement was placed 
near the dormitory door of a black stu­
dent. In another incident, students 
dressed as Klansmen. 
Campus outrage led to adoption 
of an amendment to The Fundamen­
tal Standard, a two-sentence code of 
student behavior originally adopted in 
1896. No one has been charged with 
violations of the new code, which says 
that students could be disciplined for 
directing slurs or "fighting words" di­
rectly at an individual or group with 
the intention of insulting or stigmatiz­
ing that individual or group. 
Supporters says the strictly de­
fined speech code was better than a 
general policy that could be interpreted 
capriciously. Robert Rabin, a law pro­
fessor and chairman of the Student 
Conduct Liaison Council, says, speech Otn r n i   uc icu  ^ 1,—orrf m-pater 
ing policies to weed out unenforceable codes create an atmosphere g 
?F with thp criticism that its 
mles 
A survey conducted last year by 
the Freedom Fomm First Amendment 
Center at Vanderbilt University sug­
gested that more public colleges and 
universities have speech codes than 
was previously believed. 
Arati Korwar, a doctorate student 
in communications and journalism at 
the University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill, sent questionnaires to 533 
public institutions. A total of 384 re­
sponded. Under the center's definition 
of a speech code (an interpretation dis­
puted by some critics), 231 schools had 
policies forbidding verbal abuse and 
harassment. Of that number, 108 for­
bade "offensive or outrageous view­
points." 
Korwar says such policies have a 
chilling effect on free speech and in­
hibit the exchange of ideas, even when 
those ideas are repugnant to other stu­
dents. 
Some scholars say speech codes 
can't force civil relations between di­
verse groups. 
While acknowledging that his 
view is Utopian, McCarthy says he be­
lieves speech codes interfere with a stu-
civility. So, it  t e riti i  t t it's 
merely symbolic, what's the matter 
with that?" 
Plenty, according to a group ot 
Stanford University students that has 
filed suit against the policy in Califor­
nia court, arguing that the code violates 
their rights. No mling has been issued 
yet, but education officials across the 
nation are watching the outcome of the 
case with keen interest because 
Stanford is a private school. Most cases 
that have come before higher courts 
have involved public schools. 
Indeed, what further complicates 
the issue is that public and private uni­
versities can apply different standards 
in regard to speech and behavior. So 
far, private schools have been allowed 
to adopt extremely strict codes an 
force students to abide by the mles. For 
example, a religious college might have 
mles against some types of speech or 
behavior that public schools cannot 
adopt. 
On the other hand, public col­
leges and universities must adopt poli­
cies that clearly forbid discrimination 
and harassment which violate federa 
law — or they could lose funding. So u^^,F^lllUUUIUHVUUVniUi0»U- l  WI UIVJ --- ^ 
dents' ability to develop basic respect public schools have a finer line to waiK 
for the opinions of fellow students. in deciding exactly what constitutes 
But what happens when speech harassment or discrimination versus 
or behavior is so hostile or hateful that speech or action that is hateful and le-
students who are gay, female, Asian gal. 
jtjfcjdwT >» *' 
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Obituaries 
Juanita F. Curtis 
UOP Professor  Emerita 
Juanita Favors Curtis passed away 
at her home in Greenfield on Aug. 30. 
Curtis, a Professor Emerita in the 
Gladys Benerd School of Education, 
taught in the school from 1964 until 
her retirement in 1983. She was the 
chair of the school's honors and recog­
nitions program. 
In 1940 Professor Curtis gradu­
ated from Arizona State University in 
Tempe. She later earned her master's 
and doctoral degrees and taught there 
before coming to UOP. She also did 
postgraduate work at Northern Colo­
rado University and the Instituto 
Mexicano Y Norte Americano in 
Mexico City. Curtis began supervising 
academic instruction at Soledad State 
Prison in 1988, where she helped in­
mates learn English and work toward 
literacy and high school equivalency 
degrees. She also continued to influ­
ence her profession by serving as a con­
sultant, giving workshops and speeches 
throughout the Western United States 
and Mexico. 
Curtis was inducted into the Afri­
can-American Educator's Hall of Fame 
in Sacramento in July. She belonged to 
countless professional organizations 
and held a life membership in the Na­
tional Education Association. 
Contributions can be made to the 
Dr. Juanita Favors Curtis Education 
Memorial Scholarship Fund at Union 
Safe Deposit Bank, P.O. Box 691333, 
Stockton, CA 95269. 
Handicap 
continued from page 1 
disabled students. 
DSS, located in Bannister Hall, 
provides a valuable service. But, accord-
'ng to senior Bobbie Nelson, the acces-
at i t'nn Pro^ern f°r disabled students 
's economics. No matter how 
dedicated the staff at Disabled Student 
m 'S' takes money to solve 
'"any basic accessibility problems she 
^counters on campus 
the Am* 'S findin8 the loopholes (in 
(tn c >1 to avo'd spending the money 
cessi "Ve ,Ple Physical problems of ac-
eess), said Nelson. 
Pus n?nf- dle keY resources on cam-
stee'n ° ary, has a horrendously 
then two heavy double doors, 
said (t° maneuver through)," she 
eludec^L-Cr °bstacles on campus in-
tains which ™irrors and drinkin8 foun" 
t° leave i e °ut reach and ramps 
street h sidewalk on one side of the 
the street'1 n°ne °n the ot,ier side of 
"they s'h n<,'th'ng else," Nelson said, 
'ibrarv e d ^ave Power doors at the 
' Urrirriit and bookstore." 
.. . - 1 J !' .. 
•• 
There's still 
time to get 
money for this 
semester from 
Citibank. 
Whether you're an undergraduate 
or graduate student, Citibank has a 
student loan to meet your needs. 
If you're short on funds this semester, you're 
not alone. During the 30 years we've been 
in the student loan business, students have 
often told us that they need extra money 
during the course of the semester to pay for 
tuition, books, and other expenses. If this 
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, 
the nation's Number One student loan 
lender, to provide you with the best financial 
aid products and services with these 
important benefits: 
• No payments while you are in school 
• Low interest rates 
• Loans for students of all incomes 
• Monthly payments as low as $50 
• No penalty for early repayment 
• You don't have to be a current Citibank 
customer to qualify! 
The faster you respond, the faster we can 
get you the funds you need. Or call us at 
1-800-692-8200, ext. 614. Call today, 
and we'll get an application out to you the 
next business day! 
Call 1-800-692-8200 ext. 614 
I need a student loan now! 
• Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans: 
~\ All Federal Stafford Loans n Federal PLUS Loan 
(for undergraduate and graduate students) (for parents of dependent students only) 
n Citibank Graduate Loans 
Field of interest 
NAM!. 
CITY _ .TELEPHONE . 
SOCIAL SECURITY « .YOU ARE CURRENTLY: "I AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ft A GRADUATE STUDENT YEAR OF GRADUATION . 
Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS) 
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-7085 cmBAN<a 
EDITORIAL 
"Focus Report"to WASC 
hallmark of new "era of 
openness  "  a t  UOP 
The university recently submitted a "focus report" to the Western As­
sociation of Schools and Colleges (WASC) in preparation for a WASC visit in 
October 
WASC returns this fall to check on the university's progress in the 
three areas — finance, planning and governance — they found deficient 
during their 1991 visit. 
WASC accreditation is important to the university because without it 
There is a long way to go towards 
rebuilding the university, but the 
new "culture of openness" at 
UOP can only make things better. 
the university (and the stu­
dents who attend it) would 
be ineligible for federal finan­
cial aid, among other things. 
UOP's report to WASC 
is surprisingly candid about 
the quality and quantity of 
progress that has been made 
at UOP since WASC deferred 
re-affirmation of Pacific's accreditation two years ago. Hardly the cover-up 
many people expected, each section of the report details the progress made 
and notes the shortcomings in that area. 
People who have read the document know that Joe Subbiondo, execu­
tive vice president and the university's liaison to WASC, was right when he 
said: "The overwhelming consensus on the campus is that this document 
accurately reflects our strengths and weaknesses." 
Those who wrote the report could have chosen to hype the positive 
steps taken and dismiss the inadequacies as unimportant when compared 
to the entire accomplishment. Instead, the report details where UOP's ef­
forts have fallen down or met roadblocks. 
While UOP has made tremendous progress, the net result of these 
statements is an admission that UOP has not met all the challenges set 
forth by WASC's deferral two years ago. 
The university has 
surely learned its lessons 
from that dark period be­
tween the mid-1970's and 
the early 1990's during 
which the truth was cov­
ered up through "creative" 
accounting and a restricted 
flow of information. 
There is a long way to 
go towards rebuilding the 
university, but the new 
"culture of openness" at 
UOP can only make things better. Acknowledging our weaknesses will re­
sult in the meaningful discussions and creative solutions necessary to bring 
the university to optimum health. 
Whether WASC grants full re-affirmation of accreditation this fall or 
not, the challenge now is for those with decision-making power to take this 
candid focus report and remedy those situations which have not been fixed. 
Only then will the university be truly ready to move into the 20th century 
with vision and purpose. 
Editorials reflect the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board. 
Acknowledging our weaknesses 
will result in the meaningful 
discussions and creative solutions 
necessary to bring the 
university to optimum health. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Houston: In support of walking campus 
Dear Editor 
In the September 8 issue of the Paci­
fican, an article was presented titled "Walk­
ing campus idea is great - but where are we 
expected to park?" 1 want to take this op­
portunity to respond to this article. 
It appears that many agree that we 
need to move to a walking campus. There 
is no argument here but the author of the 
article said there was a lack of planning and 
no master plan for revising the physical 
layout of the campus, including parking 
provisions. 
As chair of the University' Traffic and 
Parking Committee, I would like to report 
that a great deal of committee time was 
spent researching, evaluating all the issues 
related to street closures, parking matters, 
safety and security, pedways, etc. A proposal 
was presented to the President's office for 
review. That plan was approved and par­
tially implemented this past summer break. 
As funds become available, the remainder 
of the approved areas will be implemented. 
I trust this information will help 
clarify what has been done and what is 
planned for the future in accordance with 
an already approved plan. 
There is a master plan for future 
physical and representatives from many 
parts of the campus community did have 
input and participated in proposing these 
changes to President Atchley for review/ 
approval. 
Jerry L. Houston 
Public Safety 
Danger from trees? Let's not venture out 
purports to hold dear the values of Dear Editor: 
I am writing in regard to he on­
going massacre of trees on campus. The 
administration seems to hold to the 
position that the destruction of the 
Baxter Way eucalyptus trees was under­
taken for safety's sake. To destroy a row 
of 60 or 70 year old trees because once 
a imb landed on a car (as the adminis­
tration states) is to maintain that no 
risks in life are acceptable. To hold to 
such a view would mean we would all 
live our lives in safe, air-conditioned 
boxes, never venturing out. The de­
struction of the trees has been effected 
without regard for the preservation of 
the environment for future generations 
on campus and without regard to 
natural aesthetics; this action has tran­
scended beyond what any administra­
tion, especially a lame duck one, had a 
right to implement. This university 
John Muir, given the location of the 
Muir Center on this campus, but Muir 
is surely turning over in his gTave. One 
further point: why is information al­
ways dribbled out slowly and after the 
fact to students and facuty? We were 
notified by a letter from the President 
of the Baxter Way tree cutting as the 
process began, and the letter ignored 
the plans to proceed to the harvesting 
of the eucalyptus south and west of the 
Philosophy lodge. It is a pity that all 
these trees were not on city streets, re­
quiring permits and opinions of those 
not employed by UOP before they 
could be destroyed. 
Sally Miller 
Professor of History, 
Editor, 
The John Muir Newsletter 
Upset? Satisfied? Flaming? Content? 
Write a letter to the editor and let the decision-makers know! 
ugh, Opinon Editor 
OPINION PACE 7 
Safety problem exaggerated 
but should not be ignored 
The recent incident at the Univer­
sity Townhouses illustrated a point that 
should have been made long ago: UOP 
is not as safe as it can be. 
One major point must be made 
before discussing safety. Crime is not 
increasing. Per capita, there was actu­
ally a slight decrease in crime nation­
wide last year. The one area that in­
creased, however, was violent crime. A 
growing percentage of crimes being 
committed are of a violent nature. The 
media has used this increase to project 
an image of rampant crime on our 
streets. This image is simply not true. 
This cannot hide the fact, however; that 
UOP is located in an area that has a rate 
of crime higher than the average. 
Dunng the daytime, the campus 
police are fairly visible. Their bikes en-
LETTERS Cont. 
able them to cross much of the cam­
pus, creating a solid feeling of safety 
during the day. At nighttime though, 
appearances by the police drop con­
siderably. The probability of a crime be­
ing committed increases as the num­
ber of officers on duty decreases. This 
lessened feeling of safety on campus 
doesn't help the image of the school 
or the well-being of students. 
1 had the opportunity to visit the 
University of Southern California dur­
ing the school year. While USC is lo­
cated next to an area with one of high­
est crime rates in the state, the cam­
pus has an overall feeling of safety. Part 
of the reason is that USC has 25,000 
students, and the increased numbers 
provide a deterrent to those consider­
ing "asking" a few wealthy students for 
some extra cash. Another reason, 
though, is an increased campus police 
presence during the night. While USC 
is not under martial law, it is difficult 
to cross the campus at night without 
happening upon at least two or three 
police officers. 
UOP should take a cue from our 
southern competitors, and at least 
make an attempt to increase police 
presence to the campus at night. Sim­
ply shifting schedules to increase the 
number of officers on the campus in 
the early morning hours would make 
a world of difference. There is no need 
to make UOP a police state, but I'd 
rather see a few more policemen than 
read about a few more crimes. 
Contribute to Viewpoint. Call 946-2115. 
To the University Community 
The Presidential Search Committee 
wishes to keep you informed and invites 
your participation in the search for a new 
President for the University. This is perhaps 
ne most important decision that we will 
ma e relating to the immediate future of 
. e nivmi,>' As we resolve current prob-
ems and move to a stronger future, it is 
sential that we find the best person avail­
able for this vital position. 
T he committee has underway a very 
oactne search for candidates. In addition, 
of committee will be engaging the services 
in H,Pr°i1 ssiona^ ^ arch company to assist 
temiVL tFlt> strongest and most ex-
sidtJ*1)001 °f candidates possible for con-
is a e 100 ^°U tan 'le'P- We know that this 
an adt un'Versity with the possibility of 
ablvi i° future' but there are prob-
aware °f F>COpk'who are not 
y°u knTwT"0 y°U t0 think about 
this I in; r are aware of that might serve 
dude facui?Uy 3S President-This mi8ht in-
collegj it V °r adni''iistrators from other 
tential f()C |nv'r°nments who have the po-
beard ii" lis Position, or people you have 
si°nal caZ! sLT* durin8 your profcs" 
"taykno .,dents> staff, and alumni 
ticed into"! °f ^meone who might be en-
0pen pro Hcorn'ng a candidate. This is an 
uient in lS,S' and we invite your involve-
ntln ^king candidates. 
because <H nvu&m by 
tike AoKricts may be Succ fajetbtnmma-,. <t U> 
my doty to bamkarn* 
you win several rartngf 
Which vdl help you 
identity tVwr aov<«ice 
I-ater this fall we will be ready to bring 
candidates to the campuses for visits. At 
that stage of the process there will be op­
portunities for various members of the 
University community to meet with the 
candidates. At all stages of the process, and 
prior to the Regents actually selecting our 
next president, the search will be an open 
process. 
Bob Monagan 
Chair, Presidential 
Search Committee 
CAN YOU DRAW? 
Editorial cartoonists 
and graphic artists 
needed! 
Call Chris 946 2115 
Bill Clinton's 
Haiti debacle 
Bill Clinton marched the U.S. 
military into Haiti early this week. 
Clinton, formerly so distrustful of 
their nation's leaders that he avoided 
the draft during the Vietnam conflict, 
fails to realize that the American people 
do not want U.S. Intervention in Haiti. 
Clinton, celebrated Rhodes 
Scholar; must know that Haiti does not 
have a tradition of democracy. In fact, 
the "free and fair" election in which 
Jean Bertram! Aristkie won Haiti's presi­
dency was not the result of burgeon­
ing democracy in Haiti. The elections 
happened because George Bush forced 
Haiti's military dictators to hold the 
election. 
Sending troops to Haiti will not, 
in Bush's words, "make the world safe 
for democracy." Instead it is U.S. impe­
rialism, 199Cs style, forcing our well-
developed democratic traditions on a 
society that does not understand the 
basis tenants of democracy. 
While it is in the best interests of 
the United States to promote democ­
racy "in our own back yard," it is wrong 
for the United States to force its system 
on unprepared societies. 
The American colonists who re­
volted against a dictatorial English king 
were well-versed in democratic prin­
ciples. They chose democracy for them­
selves and were willing to fight for it. 
The people of Haiti have not chosen 
democracy and are not willing to fight 
their dictators for it. 
What does the U.S. military know 
about democracy anyway? Most mili­
tary people I know are not deliberative, 
thoughtful citizens. Rather, they are 
men and women who follow orders 
with little thought of their own. These 
individuals are not the ones we want 
to teach the people of Haiti about de­
mocracy. We should send in high 
school social studies teachers! 
Bill Clinton, who won my sup­
port in 1992, is pursuing a ridiculous 
policy in Haiti. So hesitant to advocate 
the use of force in the 1992 campaign, 
he is now pursuing a foreign policy very 
similar to those of Presidents Reagan 
and Bush. 
I voted for Clinton so he would 
end petty military interventions, re­
duce the economic importance of the 
military/industrial complex, and focus 
on rebuilding this nation from the in­
side out. If 1 wanted to see U.S. soldiers 
in Haiti I would have voted for Bush. 
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The Pacifican 
Laugh it up 
"Laughter is the best medicine, 
unless you have a serious illness. Then 
probably medicine is the best medi­
cine." (Harmon 
l.eon) 
t h e 
Blackwater Cafe 
presents a night 
of comedy Fri­
day, Sept. 23. 
Featured comedi­
ans include local 
acts Harmon 
Leon and Dave 
Anthony, as well 
as special guest 
Patton Oswalt. 
Leon, promoted 
as one of the Bay 
Area's most 
unique comics, Harmon Leon 
has also been 
identified by various audiences as 
"comedy's sole representative of a lost 
at the Blackwater tomorrow night 
d l  l l l ^  U i M v  t r u m n e t .  A a r o n  W a t s o  
generation." Oswalt has performed on 
Comedy Central's "Small Doses," and 
Anthony can be seen on A&E s ( om-
edy on the Road." Lodi 
High graduate Charlie 
Quails will host the 
a little jazz, courtesy of the Jeft 
Claassen Irio. Their "50s be-bop style, 
reminiscent of 
early Miles 
Davis" was 
popular at a 
"Laughter is the best 
medicine, unless you 
have a serious illness, 
then probably 
medicine is the best 
nedicine." 
Harmon Leon 
show which begins at 9 
p.m. Admission is $5 
and there are no reser­
vations. 
Return the following evening for 
previous ap­
pearance and Dave Anthony 
thus they are 
back for an­
other show. Come hear Jeff (laassen 
on tr p t, r  t n on bass and 
Monty Hatch on drums. Admission to 
this performance costs 
only $3. Arrive early for 
a seat. 
In addition to 
these special exhibi­
tions, the Blackwater of­
fers theme nights dur­
ing the week. Play chess 
Wednesday nights and 
Sunday afternoons. Ev­
ery Tuesday after 6 p.m. 
bring your LJ.O.P. ID— 
and, if you want, your 
homework—to receive 
your first non-alcoholic 
drink at half price. _ 
The cafe is located 
at 912 N Yosemite, off 
of Pershing Ave. For fur­
ther information on 
any of the upcoming 
m/pnK rail the Blackwater at 943-6938 
CD Reviews: Graceful Punks, 
Do you read these CD reviews? 
Want to write your own? 
Come to the meeting Thursday, at 5 p.m. 
in the Pacifican offices, 3rd Floor, Hand Hall. 
Or call Kate at 946-2115 
Consolidated, F 
CARRIE HAYWARD 
Pacif ican staff  wri ter  
Consol idated 
"Business of  Punishment" 
Consolidated brings a funked-up 
mix of rap, dance and techno to their 
latest release using acoustic and synthe­
sized instruments, samples and found 
sounds. The group's music defies cat­
egorization, although 1 will venture to 
compare certain songs with the music 
of groups as diverse as the Stereo MCs, 
Machines of Loving Grace, and the 
Rollins Band. 
With left-wing fervor rarely seen 
in rap music, Consolidated rips into 
animal testing, government corrup­
tion, neofascism, Operation Rescue, 
and, in an hysterical spoken word piece 
by comedian Greg Proops, William F. 
Buckley and Ted Nugent. "Business of 
Punishment" has not one, but three 
3b Rule 
songs championing women's 
causes. The song "No Answer for a 
Dancer" contains lyrics most 
women only dream of hearing: 
"Bottom line is, I'm a man and I lis­
ten to you because I could never 
understand. I haven't got s—to say, 
but if I don't say anything how long 
will it be this way?" 
But activism isn't all honor 
and triumph. Consolidated often 
mentions the frustration felt when 
it seems one's efforts make no dif­
ference. And the group is the first to 
admit it can be hypocritical at times. 
Still, Consolidated is making an ef­
fort in a genre overpopulated by vio­
lence-loving misogynists. They're 
definitely a breath of fresh air. 
Rob Rule 
Founded by three ex-Mary's 
Danish members and signed on the 
strength of one live performance, 
Rob Rule now offers up their self-
titled debut album for public con­
sumption. On first listen, one is 
tempted to lump them into the Spin 
Doctors/Gin Blossoms category. But 
when one gets off one's lazy behind 
long enough to actually listen to 
each of the album's eleven songs, 
one discovers a depth of feeling not 
found in the aforementioned 
groups' music. 
Songwriters David King, 
Robbie Allen and Eddie Anisko take 
turns contributing their different 
musical viewpoints to a range of 
styles that jumps from Southern-
fried blues to twangy country and 
piano ballads. There's even one of 
those 70s-style, monsters-of-rock-
sweeping-orchestral pieces thrown in 
for good measure. These guys are 
clearly having a great time goofing 
around with music, and that sponta­
neity comes out in their songs. 
The Graceful  Punks 
"Melt"  
1 had a chance to see the Grace­
ful Punks in concert a few weeks ago, 
and was impressed enough to shell out 
two bucks for their EP. More graceful 
than punk(they cover Superchunk in­
stead of Supersuckers), they have an ear 
for catchy melodies, but aren't afraid 
to throw in heaps of distortion and 
crashing cymbals. Still, their pop lean­
ings make it hard to get gigs in their 
native Los Angeles, where hardcore 6 
currently king. Anyone taking the time 
to listen to "Melt" would find it a re­
freshing change. 
Available from: The Gracefu 
Punks, P.O. Box 652, Malibu, Calif 
90265 
Rob Rule 
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Bootsy Collins: Sounds that make you party like it's 1972 
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RICK ANDERSON 
College  Press  Service 
Bootsy Collins, that inimitable, 
starry-eyed space alien and underwater 
bass virtuoso, provided the bottom end 
for some of the world's most influen­
tial funk recordings in the sixties and 
seventies during his stints with James 
Brown and with Parliament/Funkadelic 
and, later, as leader of his own Rubber 
Band. 
The intervening years have seen 
him bop in and out of sight with vari­
ous projects but now he seems ready to 
jump back in with both feet: after sev­
eral collaborations with downtown 
funk legend Bill Laswell (as a member 
of LaswelTs groups Material and Praxis) 
he is stepping out with a brand-new 
double album of his own and as a fea­
tured guest on several new Laswell-pro-
duced disks. And for those who long 
for the Bootsy of old, there is a new best-
of disc from Warner Brothers as well. 
The new double is definitely the 
place to start, however. Titled "Blasters 
of the Universe," and featuring a newly 
configured Rubber Band, these discs are 
a blast of butt-shaking, body-slamming 
funk that harkens back to the old days 
without apology or drippy nostalgia. A 
glance at the musician credits will ex­
plain the vintage funk dynamic: Cat­
fish Collins, Bernie Worrell, Maceo 
Parker, Buddy Miles and other Age of 
Aquarius survivors are all here, and all 
of them sound as good as ever. Whether 
bouncing through rave-ups like "Funk 
Express Card" or laying down a respect­
ful groove in memory of tragically de­
ceased guitarist Eddie Hazel, these guys 
sound like they're having more fun 
than is usually considered polite. (Disc 
2 consists of remixes of tracks from Disc 
1, but don't worry, they're all interest­
ing and fun. This set is very much 
worth the money.) 
The Warner best-of ("Back In the 
Day: The Best of Bootsy Collins") is the 
latest entry in that label's "Archives" 
series, and consists of such familiar 
Collins classics as "Stretchin' Out (In a 
Rubber Band)," "Jam Fan (Hot)," and 
"Vanish in Our Sleep," as well as sev­
eral previously uncompiled singles. 
There isn't enough unreleased material 
here to tempt longtime fans, but any­
one who wants a good introduction to 
the world of Space Bass will be well 
served by this collection. Take it home, 
put it on and party like it's 1972. 
Bootsy also crops up, a bit more 
coyly this time, on one of Bill Laswell's 
new "Black Arc" releases. Black Arc is a 
series Laswell has put together to show­
case artists playing in the genres of 
"black rock, cyberfunk and future 
blues," and the first five releases are 
promising, if not perfect. Bootsy's con­
tribution ("Lord of the Harvest,") is 
credited to "Zillatron" (the jewel case 
bears a sticker explaining that 
"Zillatron is Bootsy Collins, baby") and 
features the talents of guitar czar 
If this sounds like 
feelings o' sadness 
or inutility 
" Loss of interest or 
pleasure in activities 
once enioyed 
". Changes in weight 
oi appetite 
' changes in 
sleeping patten. 
" Feeling guilty. 
hopeless or worthless 
- Inability to concentrate. 
remember things or 
make decisions 
Fatigue or 
loss of energy 
Restlessness or 
decreased activity 
w°uld call the curiosity line, knowing 
when the bill arrived, they'd surely blame the cat. 
G Complaints of physical 
aches and pains for 
which no medical 
explanation can be found 
G Thoughts of death 
or suicide 
you, don't ignore it. 
Seeking help on 
National Depression 
Screening Day" could 
change your life. 
If you h.ivi: severa] of the symptoms 
on tins list for two weeks or more, 
you coulJ luive clinical depression. 
It s a medical illness that can he 
effectively treated in four out of 
five people who seek help. 
On Thursday, October 6, 1994, 
depression screenings by 
mental health professionals will 
he available free of charge in 
communities across the country. 
For Depression Screening 
locations in your area, 
call n> at 1 -800-262-4444 
(after September 1). 
An outreach went during 
Mental Illness Awareness Week. 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 
presents 
The 1994 Pope John XXIII Lecturer tie, , ,, . Commerce and Communication: 
From the Marketplace of Ideas 
to the 
Marketplace of Images" 
September 22, 1994 — 7:30 pm., Long Theater 
Free Public Lecture 
RONALD K. L. COLLINS 
Lawyer and President of the Center 
for the Study of Commercialism 
Buckethead and P-Funk alum Bernie 
Worrell, as well as cameos by Umar Bin 
Hussein and Grandmaster Meile Mel 
and "noises" by Laswell. This is a side 
of Bootsy we only see when Laswell is 
involved—one with a tendency toward 
heavy metal and a strange apocalyptic 
vision, as demonstrated by such song 
titles as "Smell the Secrets," "C.B.I. 
Files" and "Exterminate." To tell the 
truth, some of this stuff works, and 
some of it doesn't. Buckethead is phe­
nomenal and Bootsy's playing is as 
good as always, but too many of these 
tracks devolve into long-winded 
shredathons. 
The same is unfortunately true of 
"Ihird Eye Open" by Hardware, a 
power trio featuring Bootsy, drummer 
Buddy Miles and guitarist Stevie Salas. 
Sometimes funky and sometimes tune­
ful, this band seems to spend most of 
its time trying to resurrect Jimi Hendrix 
and not doing a very good job of it. 
• No less derivative but more suc­
cessful is the Buddy Miles Express, 
whose album "Hell and Back" draws 
heavily on sixties and seventies influ­
ences while keeping both feet planted 
firmly in the blues. Covers include "All 
Along the Watchtower" and "Born 
Under a Bad Sign," and while none of 
it is transcendent it is all pretty worth­
while. 
• O.G. Funk's "Out of the Dark" 
is another musical look backwards to 
the salad days of seventies funk and 
again features Bernie Worrell, 
Mudbone Cooper and other master 
funksters. This disc is more workman­
like than inspiring, and tunes like 
"Funkadelic Groupie" ("All she wants 
to do is screw me") may make you want 
to throw up just up a bit. 
• The best of the new Black Arc 
releases is a disc by a black hardcore 
band called Slave Master, whose "Un­
der the Six" draws heavily on the punk 
aesthetic and religious vision of Bad 
Brains. Instead of Rastafarianism, how­
ever, the spiritual message that Slave 
Master delivers is of the Nation of Is­
lam variety, which may be objection­
able to those who disapprove of rac­
ism (samples of speeches by Elijah 
Mohammed surface throughout). The 
music slams, though, and this disc is 
definitely worth seeking out. 
DO YOU LIKE MUSIC? 
Write concert reviews 
for the Pacifican. 
Meeting S p.m. tonignt. 
Call 946-2115 
^ S t o c k t o n  
IIASS 
345 North Wilson Way • Stockton. CA 95205 • (209) 948-4691 
7514 Murray Drive • Stockton. CA 95210 • (209) 477-9256 
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Cuerra launches new UOP comedy club 
The Pacifican 
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XOCH1TL GARCIA 
Pacif ican staff  wri ter  
Stand up comedy has recently 
become one of the most popular forms 
of entertainment. Last week, UOP stu­
dents had the opportunity to enjoy a 
performance from comedian Jackie 
Guerra at the newly created Hubcap 
Cafe. Guerra's appearance was featured 
in conjunction with Latino History 
Month. 
Guerra is one of the most prom­
ising new Latino comedians coming 
out of the Los Angeles area. She has 
been making her way across the coun­
try as well as performing regularly at 
the famous Hollywood Improvisation. 
Guerra's success in comedy seems 
to come from the unique way she pre­
sents herself to the public, and that spe­
cial flavor she gives to each of her pre­
sentations. In her performances she 
likes to give messages to her audiences, 
especially the students. Incorporating 
certain topics such as alcohol aware­
ness, stress management, censorship, 
eating disorders and self-esteem is im­
portant to Guerra. She "intertwines her 
comedy with messages to inspire those 
with similar problems or goals not to 
give up," according to her publicist. 
UPBEAT, the program division of 
ASUOP, worked on revising the envi­
ronment and location of their comedy 
clubs held throughout the year. Previ­
ous productions were held in the back 
of the Summit at the Static Attic. The 
Hubcap Cafe is the latest creation and 
lackif Guerra, a stand up comic, appeared at the new UOP Hubcap cafe last week. 
came to life last week on the McCaffrey 
Center Stage. Decorations included 
lights, candles and ambiance in order 
to bring atmosphere to all events held 
outside in the new arena. 
Check the Events Calendar sec­
tion in The Pacifican for dates and 
times of future Hubcap Cafe events. 
September Video 
Releases 
New Rentals 
"PCU" 
"Young Americans" 
"Against the Wall" (Unrated) 
"The Crow" 
"Mother's Boys" 
"Threesome" 
"Farewell My Concubine" 
"Lush Life" 
"Naked Gun 33 1/3: The Final 
Insult" 
"The Snapper" 
"Bad Girls" 
"Being Human" 
"Bitter Moon" 
"Breathing Lessons" 
"China Moon" 
"Beyond the Law" 
"Backstreet Justice" 
"Surv iving the Game' 
"Two Small Bodies" 
The Pacifican is looking for reviewers 
to critique these and other newly-
released movies. We supply the tape or 
ticket, you supply the stoiy. Interested. 
Contact Kate at 946-2115. 
SEPTEMBER RELEASES ON CD 
Pop/Rock/Soul  
Erasure - "I Say, 1 Say, 1 Say" 
Shinehead - "Troddin" 
Various Artists - "Woodstock Diary" 
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young - "Deja Vu" 
(Remastered Edition) 
Henry Rollins - "Get in the Van" 
Body Count - "Born Dead" 
Sinead O'Connor - "Universal Mother" 
Danzig - "4P" 
They Might be Giants - "John Henry" 
Nand Griffith - "Flyer" 
Dis 'N Dat - "Bumpin" 
Boyz II Men - "II" 
Blues Traveler - "Four" 
Slayer - "Divine Intervention" 
Yes - "Relayer" 
Michael Crawford - "Favorite Love 
Songs" 
Pop Will Eat Itself - "Amalgamation" 
Roger Clinton - "Nothing Comes Easy" 
Luther Vandross - "Songs" 
Da Brat - "Funkafied Rated PG" 
Psychedelic Furs - "Here Came the Psy­
chedelic Furs" 
Loverboy - "Classics" 
The Rosemarys 
Soup Dragons - "Hydrophonic" 
Moody Blues - "Time Traveler" 
Santana - "Brothers" 
Country  
Lisa Brokup - "Every Little Girl's Dream" 
Chris Ledoux - "Haywire" 
Various Artists - "Red Hot & Country" 
Kentucky Headhunters - "Best Of; Still 
Pickin" 
Tracy Lawrence - "1 See it Now" 
Brooks & Dunn - "Waitin' on Sundown" 
Keith Whitley - "A Tribute Album" 
Reba McEntire - "Oklahoma Girl" 
jazz  
Hiroshima - "Hiroshima/LA" 
Mcoy Tyner/Bobby Hutcherson - "Man­
hattan Moods" 
Ginger Baker Trio - "Going Back Home" 
Paradox - "Broken Barricade" 
Louis Armstrong - "What a Wonderful 
World: The EliaabethvilleConcert" 
Benny Green - "The Place to Be". 
We 
Enjoy music? Review the above CD's for the Pacifican. 
buy the CD, you write the story. Call Kate at 946-21 IS for details. 
WIN-WIN 
Did You Know... 
When You 
Donate 
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there is 
an on-going need for good quality plasma. 
Plasma-based medicines save thousands of 
lives, some right here In our community. 
Just a few hours of your time each month can 
help make the difference in someone's life. 
Plasma 
You Save 
Miles compensates you each time you donate. 
Depending on how often you donate, you can 
receive up to $135 a month! 
Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to 
help share their good health with people in 
need. If you're at feast 18 years old and meet 
our health requirements you can start saving 
lives while you earn! 
Lives 
While 
Earning 
For more 
Informtion call: 
246 East Church Street 
Stockton. CA 85203 
(209) 465-0284 
oney! 
Miles \ r i c .  
Norton Plasma donors are subject to medical screening and tasting prior to acceptance, and at aH times during participation in trie done program! 
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Movie review: a second opinion of "Natural Born Killers / /  
M I C H E L L E  W I S H M A N  
Pacif ican guest  writer 
When my roommate went to see 
this movie, she and her date left after 
the first 15 minutes. 1 thought she just 
had a weak stomach or something. 
Well, 1 was wrong. If it hadn't been for 
this article, I would have done the same 
thing. 
Watching "Natural Born Killers" 
was like watching a two hour meta­
phor. The scenes are filmed with bril­
liant cinematic techniques and the 
characters, Mickey and Mallory, are 
portrayed by fantastic actors. That's 
obvious. But when those techniques 
are combined with the language and 
FREE 
DEAL 
On Checking 
And Visa® 
TREE 
DEAL 
Right now, Wells Fargo is working with Plant-It 2000, 
a non-profit foundation, to plant more than 25,000 
trees in our California forests. For every new student 
checking account that's opened before October 31 st, 
we'll plant a tree! 
Open The Checking Account 
That Plants A Tree ... And 
Gives You Summers FREE. 
Check out Wells Fargo's Student 
ATM Checking™ account: 
• No monthly fees every June, July 
and August while you're in college. 
• Unlimited access to over 1,800 Wells Fargo 
Express™ ATMs, many right on campus. 
• Free WellsExtra® Savings account. 
• Unlimited checkwriting with no per-check charges. 
Get A Student Visa For Extra 
Cash At College. 
• First year membership fee FREE, when you link 
your Visa to your Wells Fargo checking account for 
Overdraft Protection. 
• Instant cash at over 100,000 PLUS® and 
STAR SYSTEM® ATMs. 
• Start building a credit history for the future. 
For The 
Environment 
Free T-Shirt 
With Checking And Visa! 
Sign up today! Stop by your 
nearest Wells Fargo branch, 
or call 1-800-338-3038 ext 1S8. 
All normal fees apply. T-shirts available while supplies last. Proof of enrollment ana 
other qualifying criteria required for Student Visa application. 
WELLS FARGO BANK 
MEMBER FDIC © WFB. 1994 
action of the script, it does nothing but 
confuse and shock the audience. I had 
no desire to look for the deeper mes­
sage that the film was trying to con­
vey. The shock value kept me so occu­
pied that I had no aspiration to know 
more than what I had to view. 
When I left the theater, I was 
asked what I thought of "Natural Born 
Killers." I had a great difficulty finding 
any words to describe the experience. 
My strongest recollection was of sitting 
in my theater seat, wondering if every­
one else felt like I did, and feeling like 
I had just wasted my money and after­
noon on a film which someone has 
mistakenly labeled "entertainment." 
In the McCaffrey 
Center Theatre 
'  "Maverick" 
A western comedy, with Mel 
I Gibson as debonair, drifting gambler | 
J Bret Maverick, Jodie Foster as a thiev­
ing, scheming poker moll, and James j 
I Garner as an itinerant, generic law­
man. Rated PG, Sept. 22-25 
|  "Threesome" 
When Lara Flynn Boyle, I 
IStephen Baldwin and Josh Charles) 
become roommates due to an admin-
[ istrative error, they begin a relation­
ship that grows increasingly close) 
and, as a result, more complicated. 
This sensitive drama about young) 
people growing together—and fi­
nally apart—provides a refreshingly 
honest view of college life in the 
1990s. Rated R, Sept. 27-28 
I"When a Man 
I Loves a Woman" 
Strength and commitment un-
I folds as a determined family embarks 
| on a courageous battle to pull to-
Igether and deal head-on with a I 
I mother's struggle with alcoholism. 
Rated R, Sept. 29-Oct. 2 
|  "Cowboy Way" 
The "Cowboy Way" plays the) 
I old male bonding drum machine 
land strikes up a damsel in distress 
I theme to unite the two cowboys 
around a common purpose. Woody 
I Harrelson and Keifer Sutherland star 
I as two rodeo cowboys let loose in the 
big city of New York. Rated R, Oct. 4-1 
Oct. 5 
[  "Blown Away" 
Jeff Bridges and Tommy Leel 
|Jones star in this suspense-filled ac-
1 tion-thriller of a bomb squad expert J 
racing against time in a match of wits 
and skill with a diabolically skilled) 
bomber. Rated R, Oct. 6-Oct. 9 
___ • -
Your guide to excitement on and 
^B 
Come hear California Senator Patrick Johnston. Free lunch to all UOP students. 
Bechtel Center September 28, 12:30-1:30p.m. 
o f f  t h e  U  
Fiddletown Jamboree. In 
addition to the live music, 
the event will feature a 
barbeque lunch and an olde 
tyme flea market. Fiddletown 
Park on Main St. for more 
info, call Martha at 245-
3047. Admission, is free, 10-5 
p.m. 
Stockton Civic Theatre. A 
Pulitzer Prize winning 
comedy, "You Can't Take It 
With You." For more info. 
473-2400. 
Tracy Community Theatre. 
"Unsung Cole" will be 
performed in the Gold room 
of the Tracy Inn. For info. 
836-8304. 
Sunday, 
Sept. 25 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
"Maverick" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Men's tennis vs. Asia Univer­
sity of Japan (exhibition), 
Brookside courts, Noon. 
Women's tennis vs.Asia 
University of Japan (exhibi­
tion), Brookside courts, 
Noon. 
OFF CAMPUS 
campus 
Women's volleyball vs. 
Sacramento State. Spanos 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Game Night. Enjoy a game 
of cards, Scrabble, chess, 
Trivial Pursuit, backgam­
mon or checkers. Barnes & 
Noble, 6 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
Sept. 28 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Lecture. "Illegal Immigra­
tion: A California Concern 
in 1994," by California State 
Senator Patrick Johnston. 
Free lunch for UOP students. 
Bechtel Center, 12:30-1:30 
p.m. 
Entrepreneurship club is 
sponsoring a free recruit­
ment barbeque. The meeting 
will also feature guest 
speaker, Jay King, a local 
entrepreneur. For more info, 
call Scott at 948-6771. Knoles 
lawn, 6:30 p.m. 
Lecture. "Career Planning. 
What's after college?" 
sponsored by ASUOP's 
UPBEAT. Bechtel Center, 7-8 
p.m. 
"Threesome" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Thursday, 
Sept. 22 
• • • • 
ON CAMPUS 
Art Exhibition. Gladys Wong. 
UOP Gallery in McCaffrey 
Center, 9-8 p.m. 
Career Faire. Anderson 
Lawn, 10-2 p.m. 
College of the Pacific Convo­
cation (academic assembly). 
The speaker will be Ronald 
Collins, Associate Professor of 
Law, George Washington 
Law University and President 
and Co-Founder of the 
Center for the Study of 
Commericalism. Presenta­
tion of the 1995 Faye and 
Alex Spanos Distinguished 
Teaching Award. Noon-1 
p.m. 
Academic Council meeting 
in McCaffrey Center confer­
ence room, 
3-5 p.m. 
Vietnamese Student Associa­
tion meeting in Knoles 207 
at 5:30 p.m. 
Pope John XXIII Lecture at 
Long Theatre with Ronald 
K.L. Collins speaking on 
"Commerce and 
Commericalism", 7:30 p.m. 
Free. 
African-American Student 
Union rehearsals for the 
Gospel Festival Extrava­
ganza, WPC 123, 8-10:00 
p.m. 
Chi Alpha Christian Fellow­
ship weekly club meeting. 
WPC 140 at 8 p.m. 
"Maverick" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Stockton Civic Theatre. A 
Pulitzer Prize winning 
comedy, "You Can't Take It 
With You." For more info. 
473-2400. 
Cartoonist group meeting. 
Barnes & Noble, 7-8:30 p.m. 
Friday, 
Sept. 23 
A • A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Art Exhibition. Last day to 
see the work of Gladys Wong. 
"Maverick" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's volleyball vs. 
Hawaii. Spanos Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Comedy. Blackwater Cafe 
featuring, Harmon Leon and 
Dave Anthony. $5, No 
reservations. Show starts at 9 
p.m. 
Stockton Civic Theatre. A 
Pulitzer Prize winning 
comedy, "You Can't Take It 
With You." For more info. 
473-2400. 
Tracy Community Theatre. 
"Unsung Cole" will be 
performed in the Gold room 
of the Tracy Inn. For info. 
836-8304. 
Sierra Repertory Theatre. 
Opening night, "I hate 
Hamlet." 532-3120. 
Saturday, 
Sept. 24 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Outdoor trip to Santa Cruz. 
Sign up in the ASUOP game 
room. $5 per person. Trip 
leaves at 8 a.m. For more 
info, call Cary at 946-2233 
A Luau presented by 
Women's volleyball. $7/ 
adults, $5/children. Catered 
by De Parsia's with music by 
Lehuanani's. Outside of 
Spanos center at 5:30 p.m. 
"Maverick" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's field hockey vs. 
Stanford. Brookside field, 1 
p.m. 
Women's volleyball vs. 
Hawaii. Spanos Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Sierra Club Day Hike. Granit 
Lake. Easy hike to beautiful 
Sierra Lake. Call leader. 
Robin Kirk, 547-0721, for 
departure specifics. 
Poetry Night. Listen to local 
poets read their work. Barnes 
& Noble, 7-8 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 27 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
"Threesome" playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Fundraiser. Delta-Sierra 
Club. Bring your slides to 
share. Spaghetti and all the 
trimmings, $5. Holy Cross 
Methodist Church, 1200 W. 
Hammer Ln. For more info. 
339-0454; 6 p.m. 
Thursday, 
Sept. 29 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
McCaffrey Center Annual 
Open House. There will be 
games, contests, and ven­
dors. UOP clubs and organi 
zations will also be present. 
Come out and get involved! 
McCaffrey Center from 10-2 
p.m. 
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m Flicks by ASUOP/ 
&EAT Come storm your 
video! President's room 
0ml2-6Pm-
acture. Bishop Miller 
•dure Series, "Family, 
,nder, and Domestic Space 
" Dr. David Stea, speaker, 
jchtel Center, 7:30 p.m. 
ee reception follows. 
^hen a Man Loves" a 
toman playing at 
cCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
len's water polo vs. Long 
each State. Kjeldsen pool, 
:00 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
abaret Arts & Opera Too! 
The Men In My Life" 
taning Toni Lee Scott. Le 
istro Restaurant, Dinner at 
p.m., Dessert at 7:15 p.m. 
or more info. 956-4816. 
Friday, 
Sept. 30 
A A • A 
TIGER SPORTS 
den's water polo vs. UC 
>anta Barbara, Kjeldsen 
'ool, 3 p.m. 
Saturday, 
Oct. 1 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
American Heart 
Association's annual Ameri­
can Heart Walk. Spanos 
Center, 8:30 a.m. Contact 
undo Acton 946-2591 for 
more information. 
When a man loves a 
w°men."piQyingQt 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Prtljv\'STennis- PACIFIC 
f. , (exhibition 
"draiser), Brookside 
0FF CAMPUS 
Fundraisar. Junior Aid of 
Stockton annual rummage 
sale. All money raised will be 
allocated to various commu­
nity agencies. Delta King 
Building of the S.J. County 
Fairgrounds. 9-1 p.m. 
Sunday, 
Oct. 2 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
"When a man loves a 
women." playing at 
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's Tennis. PACIFIC 
PRO-AM (exhibition 
fundraiser), Brookside 
Courts. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Delta Sierra Club. Gourmet 
bike ride. Bring cappuccino 
and croissants. Buckley Cove 
to UOP and return. Call 
leader, Steve Stocking, 465-
2729, for departure place 
and time. 
Monday, 
Oct. 3 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Deadline for application for 
graduation. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Golf. The Robertson Homes 
Invitational at the Stockton 
Country Club. 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 4 
A A A A 
TIGER SPORTS 
Golf. The Robertson Homes 
Invitational at the Stockton 
Country Club. 
Women's volleyball vs. Santa 
Clara. Spanos Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Game Night. Enjoy a game 
of cards, Scrabble, chess, 
Trivial Pursuit, backgammon 
or checkers. Barnes & Noble, 
6 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
Oct. 5 
A A A A 
OFF CAMPUS 
Book signing. Vema 
Johnston, "California Forests 
and Woodlands." Find out 
how to enjoy the beauty of 
California's natural settings 
from this local author and 
long time Delta College 
educator. Barnes & Noble 
Bookstore, 7-8 p.m. 
Thursday, 
Oct. 6 
A A A A 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's Soccer vs. UC 
Davis. Stagg Stadium, 7 p.m. 
Friday, 
Oct. / 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
University Symphony 
Orchestra, Michael Mallard, 
Conductor. Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's volleyball vs. UC 
Santa Barbara. Spanos 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
The Laser Experience. New 
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the 
Moon, Led Zeppelin and 
Country Gold. Special 
admission $6 all seats. Delta 
College, Clever Planetarium, 
8 p.m. Ticket info. Delta box 
office, 474-5110. 
Saturday, 
Oct. 8 
A A A A 
TIGER SPORTS 
Men's waterpolo vs. Air 
Force. Kjeldsen Pool, 10 a.m. 
Ronald Collins, 
A s s o c i a t e  
Professor of Law 
at George 
Wahington Law 
University, and 
President, co-
founder of the 
Center for the 
study of 
Commercialism 
will he the guest 
speaker at the 
C O P  
Convocation in 
the Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall, 
today at noon. 
Women's volleyball vs. Cal 
State Fullerton. Spanos 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
The Laser Experience. New 
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the 
Moon, Led Zeppelin and 
Country Gold. Special 
admission $6 all seats. Delta 
College, Clever Planetarium, 
8 p.m. Ticket info. Delta box 
office, 474-5110. 
Sunday, 
Oct. 9 
A A A A 
TIGER SPORTS 
Women's field hockey vs. UC 
Santa Barbara. Brookside 
Field, 11 a.m. 
Men's water polo vs. UCLA. 
Kjelsen Pool, noon 
Women's soccer vs. San 
Francisco. Knoles Field, 4 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
The Laser Experience. New 
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of the 
Moon, Led Zeppelin and 
Country Gold. Special 
i | 
f 
/ ' 
l 
! 
j 
admission $6 all seats. Delta 
College, Clever Planetarium, 
8 p.m. Ticket info. Delta box 
office, 474-5110. 
Monday, 
Oct. 10 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Advising for Spring '95 
begins. 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 11 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Symphonic wind ensemble 
6 University concert band. 
Honoring academic excel­
lence. Faye Spanos Concert 
Hall, 8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Game Night. Enjoy a game 
of cards, Scrabble, chess, 
Trivial Pursuit, backgam­
mon or checkers. Barnes & 
Noble, 6 p.m. 
Thursday, 
Oct. 13 
A A A A 
ON CAMPUS 
Last day for tuition refund. 
Lecture. "Alcohol Educa­
tion" with free mocktails 
from ROAD. Bechtel Center, 
7 p.m. 
1 
FEATURES 
Why do we exist? 
Is there a purpose, or are we all just pointless people? 
MACLEAN FLOOD 
Pacif ican Staff  Writer 
Why are we here? This is a ques­
tion that has been pondered by great 
minds throughout the course of his­
tory. It is the foundation of religions, 
the quest of scholars, and perhaps the 
greatest mystery of all time. 
For every question ever asked 
there remains but two things: a hy­
pothesis or an answer. The line between 
the two is clear, only some choose to 
regard them as one and the same. 
Whether this choice is based on firm 
belief or out of ignorance is of little 
importance. 
Religion has an answer, not a hy­
pothesis, as to why we exist. Different 
groups of people possess various tales 
of our creation, each of which hints or 
tells our purpose. Some turn to science 
for the answers. Only religion hardly 
ever touches on the motivation of the 
individual, other than for the glory of 
their god. What then is our individual 
purpose? Why are we here? 
Science has a hypothesis, not an 
answer, as to how we came to walk this 
earth. Scientists theorize everything 
from the absurd to the realistic about 
how life came to our fragile globe. Some 
turn to religion for answers. Only sci­
ence, too, hardly gives us a plausible 
theory as to the motivation of the in­
dividual in the terms of physical con­
struction. 
Psychologists haw theories about 
our individual motivations. They have 
studied large groups of people; they 
have studied the individual. Some use 
science as evidence, others religion, 
some both, a few neither. The theories 
they have about our motivation 
abound. Yet each tries to classify the 
entire human race as having one moti­
vation. 
Philosophers dream about how 
we tick and about what makes us per­
severe in a seemingly chaotic world. 
VS. 
all 
They quote history, science and reli­
gion to back up their statements. We 
all have a few memorized quotations 
from our favorite thinkers about indi­
vidual motivation and the like. Only 
once again we cannot agree on a single 
catchy phrase. 
In order to solve a problem, in 
order to answer a question, we must 
first come up with a method of explo­
ration. Everyone must agree with this 
statement in some form or another. 
You might turn to the ten command­
ments to answer a question of moral­
ity, another might answer the same 
question by quoting Frederick 
Nietzsche. Someone else might claim 
that the earth is an experiment 
we were placed here by mice. E\ 
one used the same process to ans •' 
the same question, only they ead 
rived at a different answer, all fora 
ferent purpose. People have diffei 
reasons for being here on this pi® 
So I implore you to answer 
question women and men have 
gued for all time. Do it right now. 
yourself why you exist. Quote w 
ever source you wish, or don't , 
one at all. The only evidence youm 
for your own motivation must 
within. You have to believe, you 
to have faith in your own existen 
Otherwise you just wouldn't be he 
The Question: "Why do you exist? 
ROBERT MORAN 
Freshman 
"i don't know. To get things done. 
SHANNON WALTERS 
Sophomore 
" lo have fun. To do everything 1 am 
interested in before I die." 
JENNIFER O'NEAL 
Junior 
"Why no. I don't know. 1 have to. I 
don t [know if] we'll ever get an an­
swer." 
JARRED DONG 
Freshman 
"Avvw, jeez...I don't know, I've never 
thought about it. I don't know." 
MIKE PEARSON 
Sophomore,  Delta College 
"People have been trying to figure 
that out for thousands of years, and 
1 have five seconds to answer that I 
don't know." 
CLAUDENE PHILLIP 
Sophomore 
"I exist, basically, to tell people about 
God, number one, so their life can be 
more meaningful. My life gets mean­
ing from doing something that can 
hefc someone else. The whole concept 
of God is something that I truly believe 
M A X I N E  R A J A  
School  of  Education Student 
exist so I can work, go to school, and 
work and go to school. No, actually we 
exist because we are supposed to. I ex­
ist personally because I am supposed 
to meet many interesting people, and 
sometimes learn how different I am 
from them." 
BRIAN PETERS 
Professor of  Engineering 
"Why do I exist?" That is one of th 
questions that is like, "What is 
purpose of the universe." It proba 
doesn't make a whole lot of sense 
ask these questions because they 
not logical. They don't make sensr 
When asked what motivates hi 
"Oh, that makes a whole lot mi 
sense. Curiosity." 
ASUOP: Outlook '94-'9S 
Comron M. Bailey, ASUOP President 
HWe von ever stopped to think 
,Jhow'many different ways you 
Ski get involved here at UOP? 
There are about 120 different 
lbs and organizations of which you 
)Uld become a part of. Each organ.za-
on has its own uniqueness, but they 
i] share a common purpose. To round 
ut vour experience here at UOP. Each 
realization and club promotes diver-
tv and friendship through various 
vents that collectively bring people 
•ith common purposes together. 
These opportunities are an excel-
>nt way to get involved. I here is an­
ther way to get involved, a way that 
lany students overlook. Why not start 
our own club or organization? The 
eps are simple and quite.possibly 
tere is a void in campus life that you 
id your friends can fill. 
This how you start your own club 
organization. First, get an interested 
oup together and talk about your 
jrpose and mission. Second, find an 
Ivisor who is interested in working 
with your group. Most advisors have 
typically been the professors here at 
UOP Third, go to the Assistant Dean 
of Students Office, located in the 
McCaffrey Center, and pick up a "Clubs 
and Organization Registration Packet." 
This is where you register your club or 
organization at UOP. Finally, if you are 
seeking student funding, go to the 
ASUOP office across from the Summit 
and pick up your "Clubs and Organi­
zation Student Funds Packet." These 
two packets include useful information 
about clubs and organizations on cam­
pus and provide all the forms. 
Starting your own club or organi­
zation takes work, but the rewards can 
last your entire life. Imagine coming 
back to school after 25 years and see­
ing the effects of the club that you 
helped to found. Be an entrepreneur, 
and find an area where you wish there 
was more activity, and go for it! Or if 
you see an organization that well rep­
resents your ideals, then get involved 
and join. 
Money,, Ma/ors and More 
Burton jay Nadler, Career Services 
"Who is that handsome man 
with the beard who wears Mickey 
Mouse and orange-and-black-striped 
ties?" This is a question I regularly hear 
students and alumni asking. Well, that 
person is me! Because I used last week's 
column to blatantly advertise Career 
Week activities, and the Career Faire 
hursday, Sept. 22), I want to address 
other issues raised regularly by students 
and alumni who visit Career Services 
in McConchie Hall. 
I've heard people say "If you can 
describe a job, you can get a job." What 
exactly does that mean? Statements 
J want to leave my options open" 
and ] m flexible" imply a hope that 
someone else will review your resume 
and make decisions for you regarding 
u ere y°u best fit. That doesn't hap­
pen. While you may hear the occa-
'°nal story to the contrary, it is in your 
est interest to set and articulate goals. 
jJrJjay be seem difficult, but it really 
have all heard the phrase, 
sea h ^°U is wbat you get." In job 
mK' wbat you say is what you can 
• ou must be able to describe the 
nature 0f the job you want. Goal state-
Restaurant review 
Black Angus 
B R I A N  M I T C H E L L  
P a c i f i c a n  S t a f f  W r i t e r  
After a tough week of classes and 
eating meal plan food 1 needed some­
thing more. 1 needed to get away from 
it all. I needed Black Angus. 
So 1 jumped in my pickup truck 
and hit the road. 1 trav­
eled down Pacific Ave 
and turned left on 
March Lane looking for 
Stuart Anderson's Black 
Angus. 
This time I met my 
eating companion in the 
lounge and, surprisingly, we got a table 
right away. If you do not have reserva­
tions you will undoubtedly have to 
wait. 1 highly recommend making res­
ervations—especially for evening din­
ners. 
The lounge includes a bar, a large 
screen television, a brand new pool 
table and plenty of seating. 
After browsing through the menu 
we decided to order a variety appetizer 
plate, "Wagon Wheel sampler platter," 
which includes potato skin crisps, fried 
fresh zucchini, shrimp cocktail and 
"stampeding buffalo wings." The sodas 
are bottom-less free refills. 
1 ordered a combination special 
that included three Texas size shrimps, 
steak and fries with the option of clam 
chowder or salad. 1 chose the salad with 
Thousand Island dressing. 
The meal's were enjoyable, but 
the shrimp were not as fresh as they 
could have been. The steak was a little 
small by my standards. 
My companion had the boneless 
chicken breast served with rice pilaf 
and steamed vegetables. I got the im­
pression everything was tasty—espe­
cially the chicken 
breast. The vegetables 
were a little flat look­
ing, though. 
Overall the food 
was good and the ser­
vice excellent. I never 
had to ask for a soda 
refill—they asked us. 1 would recom­
mend this restaurant to anyone who 
has a hearty appetite. I would not rec­
ommend this restaurant to vegetarians. 
One of the biggest features of the 
restaurant besides the food and sen ice 
is the quiet, relaxing atmosphere. I he 
restaurant is set up so you see little of 
the other customers You only hear your 
conversation—not the typical dull roar 
of multiple conversations. I highly rec­
ommend this restaurant. Stuart 
Anderson's Black Angus is open for 
both lunch and dinner. It is located on 
2605 March Lane. 
O V E R A L L  R A T I N G  
# # # 
1-  Poor ,  2=OK,  
3=Outs tanding,  4-Excel lent  
ments must reflect your knowledge of 
self, and, most critical, knowledge of 
job functions. Knowing and, ulti­
mately, communicating job titles and 
job functions is the key to success! Ac­
tive solicitation of information regard­
ing jobs, through informational inter­
viewing and reading of written materi­
als will naturally lead to your identify­
ing fields and functions you wish to 
identify as job search goals. 
Next, a thorough assessment of 
skills and character traits which qualify 
you for these positions is appropriate. 
Many of the events associated with 
Career Week were designed to spark 
research required to describe a job. Ev­
eryone, freshmen through seniors, 
should visit participants in today's Ca­
reer Faire, especially alumni career rep­
resentatives. Listening to how they de­
scribe their jobs will make it easier for 
you to focus on and describe your own 
goals. Oh no! Did I use the column 
again to promote an event? Forgive 
me. 
1'lease think of some questions 
and give me a call or stop by my office 
in the second floor of McConchie Hall. 
235 West Stadium. 
Take It To The Streets 
Fran Abbot, Anderson Y 
Write for The Tacif ican 
9 4 6 - 2 1 1 5  
In the frenzy that is often the life 
and times of campus, I remember the 
power that comes from quiet mo­
ments. For three weeks in August 1 prac­
ticed what I call the "discipline of lei­
sure." I took time alone to hike in the 
mountains and be with my dear old 
friend Bonnie. Bonnie is a 12-year-old 
shepherd mix. Bonnie taught me more 
about what life truly is—meaning, 
courage and love. The rest of life is dis­
covery. 
Here at the Anderson Y Center 
we're faced daily with a workout in the 
gym of meaning, courage and love. We 
keep asking, "What is life all about any­
way?" We come together at the AYC to 
serve. Yet all too often our "service" 
turns to resentment, burnout and cyni­
cism. Most often what we think is help­
ing comes from unconscious agree­
ments about control and approval. 1 his 
is what is popularly called co-depen­
dency. The challenge of growing into 
peaceful, healthy commitments in life 
is in having the courage to move from 
co-dependency to co-commitment. 
Co-commitment has three funda­
mental requirements. Feel all the feel­
ings, tell all the little truths about 
what's going on and keep agreements. 
This is a big order in a culture 
„,vyfa£X£ .denial-a q iL wi th d taw a 1 -axe. -
widely accepted reactions. We all have 
moments where we make choices to 
fully experience what is going on. We 
can ask, "What's happening?" "What's 
up for me right now?" "How do I 
handle this?" If we don't ask, we'll most 
likely fall into old patterns of withhold­
ing emotions. Too often we project our 
negative emotions on those we are 
wanting to help. Tragically, we project 
onto those we think we want to love. 
When we find it possible to cre­
ate an emotionally empowering rela­
tionship we take the first step. It is im­
portant to learn to love ourselves, to 
appreciate being alone and to spend 
time improving our relationships. We 
also need to learn how to feel what it is 
like to listen our minds, hearts and 
body. We need to accept the responsi­
bility of projecting our negative emo­
tions onto others. We need to learn to 
tell the truth. Additionally keeping 
agreements builds trust and integrity 
which allows miracles to occur. Finally, 
we need to learn to live in a state of 
continuous positive energy. 
We recommend reading "Conscious 
Loving," by the Hendricks and "The Ad­
dictive Organization" by Schaef and 
Fassel. Call us at the AYC at 946-2444 if 
you'd like more infonnation or irpresenta-
. twumC'^Lveuturtssdu-Htdping-, -
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'What do you think about the $25 raise 
in the cost of parking? > / /  
NANCV SICHERMAN 
"I think it sucks...! think it is 
ridiculous that it costs that much to 
keep a car on campus. 1 don't un­
derstand why there is a race. I find 
that there are enough spaces, but 
why is the price so high?" 
BECCA ROMANS 
"I think it is kind of a rip off. 
Last year I was in high school—the 
price was half what it is. We had se­
curity all the time, at least a lot more 
than I've seen. It's just not worth it." 
HIEP LE 
"1 think it is too much, consid­
ering that everything got smaller and 
then the prices went up. Financial aid 
and scholarships don't increase— 
they stay the same. It would seem like 
if we paid more we would get more 
spaces for it. Everything has been 
blocked off—we get less spaces and 
were paying more." 
GEORGE LODATO 
"It sucks. Basically, 1 think 
there is so little parking. It seems like 
that there is less parking, now you 
have to pay more for it. I'm not in 
favor of it. I think that when there 
is less parking they should actually 
do more to create parking than just 
charging more for what little there 
is. I think all students should have 
the right to park. I think they should 
do more to increase the number of 
parking spaces that are availible." 
RICK HELLMAN 
"Actually, 1 hadn't noticed be­
cause I ride my bike, but it seems to 
go along with everything else that 
this campus has to offer as far as re­
organizing parking and making 
things worse than they used to be." 
IAN KETCHUM 
"In comparison to others 
schools it is pretty cheap. San Fran­
cisco State's parking is a hundred 
dollars a semester. If we can top the 
streets nice—if that's what it takes to 
top the potholes out." 
'S UpJ)0[C?M 
Dr. Sarah Crimes, Cowell Health Center 
A 
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Question: If someone has 
mono, how far do you have to 
stay away from that person? 
What should I watch out for? 
Answer: There have been many 
cases of mononucleosis on campus. 
"Mono," popularly known as "the kiss­
ing disease," has been recognized for 
more than a century. Most cases ot 
mono occur in persons between the 
ages of 15 and 30 years. It is estimated 
that each year 50 out of every 100,000 
Americans experience symptoms of 
mononucleosis. For college students, 
however, this rate is much higher. 
Doctors do not believe that mono 
is transmitted by casual contact. Pa­
tients do not need to be isolated, and 
household members or college room­
mates have but slight risk of being in­
fected. To reduce you risk of infection 
avoid sharing drinking and eating 
utensils. Kissing someone known to 
have mono should be put off for at least 
two weeks. 
The communicability of mono is 
low to moderate. It is believed to be 
transmitted through direct and pro­
longed contact with infected secretions 
from the mouth and throat. The virus 
appears to be present within the first 
iflC 
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week of illness; it often remains pre 
for months. With many cases of 
the identification of the contact pA ni 
is not known, as the incubation 
of the virus is 30-50 days. 
Infectious mononucleosisj 
acute self-limited disease with 
toms of fatigue, headache, loss 
petite, sore throat, fever, and enlai 
lymph glands. Other symptoms• 
include an enlarged liver or spl ^a, 
swelling of the eyelids and face, ai af0 
generalized rash. Sore throats ands SOi 
ien glands are infrequent symptt 
Abdominal symptoms of nausea,v 
iting and pain are common. 
Mono is diagnosed by blood 
ing, which reveals the human antil 
ies combating the virus. I he ac 
symptoms of mono usually disap 
in 1-2 weeks. Fatigue usually disapp4m, 
within 2-4 weeks. While the patient 
symptoms of fever, sore throat, fati 
and muscle aches, activity should 
limited to what the patient can 
ate. Strict bed rest is not required, 
the patient begins to feel better 
may wish to return to daily activj 
and school Rigorous activity and 
See What's up Doc? Page 
tr 
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# Resident Assistants : Office of 
Residental Life and Housing 
- 2nd jloor, Bannister Hall 
4 Student Advisors: Student Advising 
Center - 1st Floor, Banister Hall 
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vice for the technologically challenged 
AfLEAN FLOOD 
Hfican Staff Writer 
A few words of encouragement 
rthe technological challenged stu­
nt, at UOP: You're not alone. 
One Pacifican staff member was 
-entlv asked to put a new folder on a 
acintosh, and to place certain docu-
ents in said folder. She was soon bus-
ng about the office. 
Fifteen minutes later a mantla 
Ider was taped to the side of the 
acintosh, along with printouts of the 
orementioned documents. If this 
unds logical, repeat this sentance: 
\y name is [fill in your name] and 
11 technologically challenged." 
What was meant by "put a new 
Ider on the Macintosh" is to create 
i actual folder on the hard drive. This 
accomplished in two ways. 1 he first 
ing drag the cursor down the file 
ienu to "New Folder." The second 
lethod involves using the command 
>y equivalent of "New Folder." Press 
id hold the command (or apple) key 
hile pressing "n." 
You can place a file into the folder 
y clicking and dragging the file either 
ito the open window, or onto the 
der's icon (make sure it highlights). 
For all you power Macintosh us-
, here is a tip: press and hold the 
tmmand key while you click on the 
indow's name. You will be presented 
ith a pull down menu, and you may 
Ject any folder higher in the hierar-
iy. This is a great tip for finding a win-
ow you buried under six folders— 
ithout closing a single window.. 
1 am frequently presented with 
ie problem of bad disks. Especially 
oppy disks—whether that be 3 1/2 or 
1/4. Remember, if you only have a 
•w density or double density drive, 
on't use high density disks. When 
someone with a high density drive tries 
to use those pseusdo high density disks 
they run into a problem. What do you 
do when you have a high density disk 
that has been formated as a double den­
sity disk? Simply find the hole in the 
disk opposite the read/write notch or 
plastic slider. When you hold a disk 
with the metal shutter down, label for­
ward, it is the hole to your left. Cover 
that hole with tape. Your computer will 
immediately think the high density 
disk is a double or low density disk. 
Do not attempt this trick back­
wards. I do not reccomend cutting a 
hole in a double density disk to create 
a high density disk. Please be careful 
about putting the tape on your high 
density disk. Use two pieces and make 
sure they hug the contours of the disk 
tightly. I don't want to hear any horror 
stories about someone who lost half a 
role of scotch tape in a disk drive. I've 
already seen the insides of a disk drive 
shink wrapped. 
Have you ever wiped the dust off 
your desk or window sill? Imagine what 
the insides of your television, computer 
and stereo must look like. Did you 
know that dust in sufficient quantities 
can cause a short circuit? So be nice to 
your equipment and spend a few dol­
lars on a dust cover. If you are a starv­
ing college student use a plastic trash 
bag—preferably non-photodegrable. 
In the course of three months 1 
have watch dust claim several victims. 
I've noticed several other pieces of 
equipment that are about to become 
statistics—hopefully you'll help and 
take preventative measures. 
If you can easily take the top off 
your computer I'd run down to a com­
puter store and buy a can of air. Please 
don't laugh—I find the concept of 
bottled water equally amusing. Canned 
Ever want whiter teeth? 
You can have them done naturally NOW! 
• Quick Start Bleaching 
• At Home Bleaching 
• Bonding and Porcelain Vaneers 
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry 
• Ultrasonic Cleaning 
• Easy and Gentle Care 
• Customized Cosmetic Evaluation 
and Treatment 
• Video Imaging 
• Tooth Colored Crowns 
• Located Close to Campus 
• Most Insurance Accepted 
50% off your Bleaching 
Treatment with this coupon 
Valid until 12-1-94 
Lester H. Low, DDS 
5345 N. El Dorado Street, Suite 2 
At Yokuts Near California State Automobile Association 
Call NOW for your preferred appointment - - - — — -
Caliw ' ^ merican Dental Association, Member: Pacific Athletic Foundation, 
anomia Dental Association iS 89 ><C_? UOP School of Dentistry Alumni Association 
Joaquin Dental Society ' SJ itfS 
g  t il  i ti  
474-3333 
r: acific thletic ti , 
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air is essential like a leaf blower for elec­
tronics. Those noisy gasoline things 
that people use to blow dirt and leaves 
off streets and sidewalks. Canned air is 
under high pressure, and properly used 
will eliminate most of your dusty 
dilema. 
Finally let me preach the wisdom 
of surge suppressors. I don't mean a $5 
power strip you bought at target. I 
mean a $50 surge supressor that can 
stop at least 120 joules of energy and 
comes with a computer warenty. Basi­
cally a surge suppresor that can stop a 
big jolt of electricity—i.e. a drunk driver 
runs into a power transformer, cross­
ing the wires and sending hundreds of 
times the normal power down into 
your fragile little machine. That target 
power strip is now a melted pile of goop 
and your $3,000 dollar computer—and 
that paper due in seven hours—is just 
a pile of fried chips. 
Did you know that just touching 
the insides of your computer can de­
stroy it? Be careful and keep one hand 
on the power supply—the metal box 
the plug generally leads to. That will 
send static electricity through the 
wall—not through your computer. 1 
highly reccomend that you take a peak 
inside your computer, just as long as it 
doesn't void the warrenty. Get to know 
your buddy from the inside out. 
Just imagine sitting in line all day 
at the social security office. You finally 
face the clerk, who starts punching 
away at her terminal in response to 
your inquisitions. An "oops" escapes 
from her lips and suddenly you have 
ceased to exist; erased from the 
government's records. That of course 
has pleasing and negative aspects. The 
lesson being: always back up your com­
puter. Pray the government follows this 
doctrine. 
I implore someone to send me a 
computer story, or a question. My e-
mail address is: 
MFLOOD@VMSl.CC.UOP.EDU— 
please send me something good. For all 
those still struggling with the digital 
revolution you can sneaker net any 
correspondence to the top of Hand 
Hall, in the Pacifican Office. Next 
Week: I have not a clue. 
The National Standard for Individual Giving and Volunteering: 
5 Hours per Week and 5% of Annual Income 
to The Causes of Your Choice 
31® 
Delightful 
5 inch emblem for car, 
refrigerator or file cabinet 
> Just $10.00 • Send check to 
Nova Designs, 2018 Shattuck Ave, Dept167,1 
Credit Card users can order by FAX 510-528 90o 
S A L O N  
#YAV0 
1465 WEST MARCH LANE 
STOCKTON, CA 95207 
(209) 952-7286 • 95-BRAVO 
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MAKEUP BY SEBASTIAN 
Complemetary Make-up & Skin 
Care lessons given individually 
Makeup /Ir t ist lHairstyl ibt 
nHHgSP" 
TWO TIMES IT DOESN'T MATTER WHO YOUR NEIGHBOR IS. 
Life's too short. 
sio*T 
i 
Leadership Conference Education Fund, Inc. cSinc! 
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nine Should not be attempted. 
' involved in contact sports 
i^cipate for at least 4-6 
XL to the serious complication 
^ereTr^  specif treatment for 
lt important to provide sup-
portive therapy and guidelines for ac­
tivity. Pain relief for headaches, sore 
throat and muscle aches can be accom­
plished with Tylenol or aspirin. Drink­
ing plenty of fluids and g<x>d nutrition 
are also very important. Steroids may 
be required in severe cases, but are not 
usually prescribed. 
for more information about mono and other illnesses 
contact the Cowetl Health Center and Dr. Sarah Grimes. 
Help us fill this white space. 
Write or draw for The Pacifican. 
Call Chris at 946-21 IS. 
Pain reliever/Fever reducer 
MICATIOHS: For the temporary relief of 
m,oor aches and pains associated with uie 
common cold, headache, toothache, mtg* 
earaches, backache, for the minorpaj 
arthritis, for the pain of menstrual 
-arnPs, and for reduction of fever. 
, 
SUMMER'S OVER. 
Thank goodness there's Advil.® Advanced medicine for pain; 
Advil contains ibuproten. Use only as directed. ©1994 Whitehall Laboratories, Madison.NJ. 
•••••• 
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The place to buy, sell and inform at U 
For Sale: 
INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF RAM 
ON YOUR COMPUTER: 1MB 
SIMMs, 80ns $27 — 4MB SIMMs, 
70ns $150 • HURRY while supplies 
last! • Reserve yours TODAY 
Call 943-2462 or e-mail 
vsengsouOuop.cs.uop.edu 
Dan Mellis Liquor Store at Pershing 
and Country Club seeks Clerk. $5.25/ 
hour. 15-25 hours/week. Flexible eve­
nings and weekends. Contact Cus 
Mellis, 464-8027. 
Uni Globe Travel seeks Sales Consult­
ant. Contact Frank Penna, 474-1458. 
School of Engineering seeks Tutor. 
$5.00/hour. 2-5 hours/week. Tutor 
Mathematics, Engineering and Sci­
ence Achievement (MESA) students at 
local middle and high schools. Con­
tact Dionetta Young or Roxanne Bava, 
Baun Hall, 3rd Floor, 946-2152. 
• Proven effectiveness in fund rais-
Refrigerator, 1 year-old, compact, en­
ergy efficient, perfect for dorm room! 
$80 or Best Offer. Leave Message at 
943-2462. 
El Dorado Brewing Company seeks 
Dishwashers and Cooks. $4.25 +/ 
hour depending on experience. Flex­
ible hours. Contact Kristopher Lund, 
948-ALES/ 948-2537. 
Chemistry Department seeks Stock­
room Assistants. $4.25/hour. 10 
hours/week. Contactjim Santos, 946-
2605. 
ing. 
• An earned doctorate. 
• A record of outstanding univer­
sity-level teaching and scholarship. 
Applications, nominations and in­
quiries should be sent to: 
Dr. Lee C. Fennell 
Presidential Search Committee 
University of the Pacific 
Stockton, CA 95211 
Jobs: 
As'is Rent-a-Car, Stockton Airport, 
seeks weekend Service Agent. $5.50/ 
hour. Contact: Coleen Brown, 537-
7223. 
Cynthia Flannery seeks Childcare. 
$6/hour plus mileage. 2:45-6pm 
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays. 
Call 948-3393. 
Office Depot seeks Stockers. $5.50/ 
hour. 20hours/week. Flexible hours. 
Contact Steven Nichols 952-2582. 
Regional Youth Services seeks Coun­
selor for Residential Treatment Pro­
gram for emotionally disturbed 
youth. $5.SO/hour. Flexible hours. 
21 years old. Good driving record. 
Non-smoker. Social Science Major. 
Contact: Sheryl Kluznick, 369-3596. 
For additional information on all 
postings... 
Visit Career Services, 2nd Floor 
McConchie Hall, 235 West Stadium 
Drive. 
(209) 946-2361 • Fax 946-2760 
Residence Life and Housing seeks 
Residence Hall Front Desk Workers 
and Mail Clerks. $4.25/hour. 4-15 
hours/week. Contact B. Henner, L. 
Sponaugle or F.. Maynard or pick up 
application in 2nd floor Bannister 
Hall. 
For additional information on all 
postings... 
Visit Career Services, 2nd Floor 
McConchie Hall, 235 West Stadium 
Drive. 
(209) 946-2361 • Fax 946-2760 
Pacifican seeks, Secretary, and Dis­
tributors. $4,25-5.00/hour. Work 
Study Eligible preferred, but not re­
quired. Contact Chris Schultz for Edi­
torial positions and Bill Stringer for 
others, 946-2115. 
Museum Graphics seeks Assemblers. 
20-30 flexible hours/week. $5.50/ 
hour to start. Contact: 941-4431 
WORK STUDY JOBS 
Computer Science Department seeks 
Graders and TA's in Unix Lab. Hours 
scheduled by Director. Grade Papers 
for faculty and help students in lab. 
Contact: Carol at 946-2655 or David 
I.undy at 946-3014, or stop by Hand 
Hall between 1 and 4:45 pm. 
FULL-TIME 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
For complete postings and for job search 
coaching regarding resume writing, cover 
letters, employer contacts, interviewing, 
and self-initiated search techniques, con­
tact HOP Career Services 
Community Association for Re­
tarded has several opportunities in­
cluding: Part-time Sales Rep to con­
tact and develop relationships with 
new and existing customers who 
employ adults with developmental 
disabilities; Vocational Rehab Coor­
dinator to train and supervise clients 
on subcontract to work for custom­
ers in Bay area — BA/BS in Psych or 
related field preferred; and Produc­
tion Supervisor to assist with plan­
ning and implementing all produc­
tion operations. Contact C.A.R. 525 
E. Charleston Rd., Palo Alto 94306, 
(415) 494-0550 or (415) 961-3332 
Kennedy Veterinarian Clinic in Lodi 
seeks Veterinary Assistant. Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday Mornings 
and/or afternoons. $5.25/hour or 
more depending on experience. Con­
tact: Dr. Peckham, DVM, 369-0231 
or stop by for application Tuesday or 
Thursday evenings. 
Audio Visual Services seeks Language 
Lab Attendant. $4.S0/hour. Various 
hours available. Contact Dan 
Campbell, 946-2489 or stop by WPC 
Room 242 for application. 
Silverado Broadcasting is looking to 
fill I raffle Manager and Business Man­
ger positions. Contact Jill Azavedo, 
6820 Pacific Ave., Stockton 95207 
(209) 476-1230, FAX 957-1833. 
Marchand Marketing seeks Paid In­
tern with strong writing, editing, 
computer, database, and on-line re­
search skills to work on client 
projects including public relations, 
press releases, events, feature stories, 
market research, and direct mail. 
Contact Jim Murphy 665 Third St., 
5th floor, SF 94107, (415) 357-2929, 
FAX 357-2922. 
Mathematics Department seeks Office 
Assistant. $5.15/hour. Contact Caro­
lina Quiroga or Dennis Parker at 
Classroom Building 106. 
I he Eastridge Group seeks Bilingual 
English/Korean Administrative Assis­
tant. Contact Victoria Gampos, 311 
California St., SF 94109, (415) 616-
9710, FAX 616-9709. 
KCRA seeks General Assignment Re­
porter. Submit non-returnable 3/4" 
or 1/2" VHS tape and detailed Re­
sume to: BB53, News Director, 
k'CRA-TV, 3 Television Circle, Sacra­
mento 95814. 
24 Hour Nautilus seeks Counselors/ 
Management Trainees/ Front Desk Re­
ceptionists/ Personal Trainers for new 
Stockton facility. $5.00/hour plus 
commission. Contact Allison Smith, 
1-800-766-7444, Ext 3194. 
Athletic Department seeks Clerical As­
sistants. 12-20 hours/week. Contact 
Linda Welin, 946-2248. 
UOP School of Pharmacy seeks Com­
puter Network Assistant. Must have 
Macintosh, IBM/DOS, Windows 
Word, and Excel knowledge. Com­
puter Science, MIS, or Engineering 
Majors preferred. Workstudy pre­
ferred, but not required. Contact: 
Celest Barnes-Thomas, 946-2561. 
KUOP Radio Station seeks News, Op­
erations, Production, and Marketing 
persons. Visit office in Hand Hall to 
apply. 
FUOI' Radio Station seeks Technical 
Assistant. $4.75/hour. 10 hours/ 
week. Pick up application in Hand 
Hall. Contact: Scott Merans. 
School of Engineering seeks Clerical 
Support. $5.00/hour. 5-10 hours/ 
week. Contact Roxanne Bava, Baun 
Hall, 3rd Floor, 946-2152. 
President, UOP 
The University of the Pacific invites 
applications and nominations for the 
position of President of the Univer­
sity. The University seeks to enhance 
US reputation as a distinguished com­
prehensive private university in Cali­
fornia characterized by academic pro-
grams of the highest quality, taught 
<n a personalized way by a commu­
nity of outstanding teacher-scholars 
Candidates for the position of Presi­
dent will be expected to possess-
i-iAcommitmentto academic excel-
.* T'le ab'Hty t0 marshal the entire 
University community in the 
achievement of its common vision 
educatlmitmem l° P"Vate ***" 
:eA?C0^0feffectiveuPper-leVe.aca-
demic administration 
Circuit City seeks Full-time and part-
time Sales Counselors, Customer Ser­
vice Reps. Contact local store or 
send resume to 9950 Maryland 
Drive, Richmond, VA 23233, (800) 
600-6838, FAX (804) 527-4194, 
Warden's Office Products seeks Out-
S|de Sales Representative to market 
commercial furniture. Contact Patti 
Attetfcery, 4933 West Lane, Stockton 
95210, ,209, 472-2939, FAX 472-
tor to h Research Direc­
tor to direct commercial real estate 
research department including data 
market0"' database "Management, 
for broK ^S' ^ 
Stri d 3nd rnana8ers- Contact 
N Calif GfUbb * E"is' 1646  California Blvd., Suite 555, Wal­
nut Creek, CA 94596 
3500, FAX 932-0799 
Marion Merrell Dow se, 
ceutical Salesperson in St 
ket. Prescreencd on-ca 
views will be conducted 
her 14 and 15. Submit or 
to Chris J. Carr in care of 
Services, 235 West Stadiui 
95204 (209) 946-2361, 
2760 by Sept. 8. 
San Francisco Sales, Mull 
apparel trading firm seeks 
ordinator. Contact 645 
Street, Suite 101, SF 94] 
957-1605, FAX 957-1663. 
For additional infornu 
postings. 
V isit Career Services, 
McConchie Hall, 235 H 
Drive. (209) 946-2361 «f 
Misc: 
FUNDRA1SING. ( hoosefroi 
ent fundraisers lasting eith 
days. No investment. Earr 
your group plus personal 
nuses for yourself. Call 1-
0528, Ext. 65 
$$$$$STUDEN 1 HOUSIf 
Money available now from 
Qualifications Rush $7.0f 
Data, 4642 F.. Chapman Av.5 
P, Orange, CA 92669 
Re-entry female students 4 
and partners needed fordis 
study. 916-556-4839 or 415-5 
Buy, Sell, Trade 
PACIFICAN 
CLASSIFIEDS 
for only 
$1 
per line 
Call 946-21H 
for details 
SPORTS 
David vs. Goliath 
nderdog Tigers Football  to face # 7  Nebraska this Saturday 1:5 I tkio 
FF GOODMAN 
ifican staff writer 
After three weeks of playing op-
,ents like Southwest Texas and UC-
Hs the UOP Tigers suddenly find 
m'selves facing one of college 
ball's biggest names on Saturday 
>n they face #1 Nebraka. 
The UOP faithful may hope for a 
id vs. Goliath outcome. Realists 
expect a matchup closer to the 
istians facing the lions. 
Why Nebraska? 
"We are very fortunate to have 
I game on our schedule," UOP 
I ich Chuch Shelton said."Basically it 
I financial agreement, but we hope 
|urn it into one of the best experi-
is 1 can offer our kids. We only hope 
will feel that way when they come 
of it. 
"There are a lot of kids who 
/ed with us at Washington two years 
i. And playing games at Minnesota 
1 Arizona and some of the others 
)uld help us. 1 don't know that I'm 
too worried about the way our kids will 
react. We're going to come out and play 
just like we always do." 
Pacific's football program will be 
paid a handsome $400,000 for the 
team's efforts in Lincoln, Neb., this Sat­
urday (1p.m., CST). UOP will tenta­
tively earn $600,000 for an encore visit 
in 1995. 
The Nebraska game can only ben­
efit the Tigers. A solid performance will 
provide exposure and credibility for the 
squad, and it may lure other high-pro­
file teams into negotiating to face the 
Tigers. 
Celebrating its centennial season, 
the UOP football program is only one 
victory shy of matching last season's 
total. With eight games remaining in 
Pacific's regular season schedule, the 
squad is almost certain to eclipse their 
1993 totals. 
Saturday's game marks the second 
time in three seasons that Pacific has 
challenged a top-ranked opponent. I"he 
Tigers lost 31-7 at Washington in 1992. 
rom the sideline: 
he Locker Room: 
Different Kind of World 
UOP junior Patrick Gerigk is a wide 
mm on the Tiger football team. The 
acifican asked him to write about what 
is like to prepare for a big game and 
K feeing of victory (or defeat) after-
'ards. This is the first in a series of col-
mns by Pacific athletes, 
wches and others associated 
m the school's rich sports tra-
ition. 
It's two hours before 
off- This week the oppo-
ent's Southwest Texas State; 
ext week it's nationally-
mked Nebraska. But the 
hial is the same. 
The mood in the locker 
is powerful, even fero-
nT ensitY taTes over, 
tmu ^  plaTer has his personal 
or dealing with the pressure. 
Ninety men fill the tiny UOP 
3t AA Stagg Memorial 
de t Many walk from side to 
rcnin8 the room into a zig-zag 
id pm H°me players listen to music 
own ! Ssed for battle. Others lay 
retch "i ^°°r to concentrate, retch and relax. 
le closer it gets to kick off 
PATRICK 
GERIGK 
time, the more hectic the atmosphere. 
One coach constantly shouts through 
the locker room, saying how much 
time is left to get ready. The equip­
ment manager runs around nervously 
and helps players with their gear. A 
couple of players sip water 
to keep their temperature 
below the boiling point. 
After nearly two hours 
of preparation, it is time to 
go out and play. The Tigers 
have prepared all week. 
Nothing less than a victory 
is acceptable. 
Now it's half time. De­
spite all the preparation, we 
are down 7-0 to a Division 
II team. The locker room is 
quiet. There is a graveyard-like atmo­
sphere. The head coach is at a loss, 
but remains calm. He knows we've 
been playing well, but we couldn't get 
on the scoreboard. The players know 
there are still 30 more minutes of foot­
ball to play, 30 minutes to redeem 
themselves. 
The offensive players come to­
gether and pump themselves up. It's 
See Side Lines Page 2< 
A pack of Tigers celebrate on the sideline after a foe Abdullah touchdown. 
Photo by Darren M. Antonovich 
Pacific's second-half heroics 
stymie Southwest Texas State 
GEOFF GOODMAN 
Pacif ican staff  writer 
Slow starting through its first 
three games has been an unpleasant 
factor in the Tigers football program 
this season. Pacific's inability to score 
in the first quarter has been balanced 
by their stingy defense. In UOP's two 
victories, opponents have been held 
scoreless in the second half. 
It was business as usual for the 
1994 Tigers last Saturday at Stagg Me­
morial Stadium. After a sluggish start 
that included botched field-goal at­
tempts from 28 and 32-yards, the Ti­
gers fell into "the zone" and pummeled 
the Southwest Texas State Bobcats 27-
7. 
With their team trailing 7-0 at 
halftime, the crowd of over 7,500 spec­
tators eagerly waited for the moment 
the Tigers would put the bite on the 
Bobcats. 
"At halftime, I was about as frus­
trated as I've ever been as a coach. 1 
thought we'd left far too many oppor­
tunities on the field, and I was begin­
ning to think Southwest Texas was bet­
ter than I'd expected. I don't have an 
answer for our mistakes, but I know we 
played better in the second half and 
began moving the ball like I know we're 
capable," head coach Chuck Shelton 
said. 
Then, at 12:40 to go in the third-
quarter, junior running back Joe 
Abdullah tied the score with a 5-yard 
run. This started a string of 27 unan­
swered Tiger points. On UOP's next 
possession, quarterback Craig 
Wheelihan found Tyrone Watley for a 
72-yard touchdown along the right 
sideline. Wheelihan finished the game 
with 18-38 completed passes, with one 
touchdown and two interceptions, for 
a total of 293 yards. 
Though Pacific boasts the nation's 
18th ranked pass defense, it was their 
ability to contain the ground attack 
that catapulted the Tigers to victory. 
Strong safety Jeff Russell prevented 
Bobcat running back Donald 
Wilkerson from creating holes, limit­
ing the NCAA Division I-AA third 
ranked rusher to 96 yards on 23 at­
tempts. Russell's two interceptions 
gives him a total of 11, and places him 
fifth on the Tiger all-time interception 
list. 
Pacific defenders did their best to 
pressure quarterback James Rogers, 
forcing him to throw four intercep­
tions. Wilkerson fumbled twice, with 
Tigers recovering each time, for a total 
See Southwest page 22 \ 
. 
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Volleyball reaches Finals at Invitation* 
Women's Soccer falls 
in heartbreakers 
GEOFF MILLER __ 
Pacif ican staff  wri ter  
I he Tiger's women's soccer team 
took the field again this week to play 
in some heart-breakers. This week, the 
battle tough Tigers played against Ha­
waii and BYU. Each time the ladies 
played and came away disappointed. 
were everywhere on the field trying to 
keep the Tiger attack going. As well as 
the women were pushing the ball for­
ward, they kept missing the opportu­
nities at putting the ball in the net. 
Again the Tigers were held scoreless. 
On the other end, the Tigers had 
a couple defensive breakdowns which 
163d to thp nnlv flArr* /vfi.1 
game in three days. The previous over- goals in the first hal7 Th° hT tW° 
time game was against UC Irvine and hrJi ] , J aif' The defensive 
ended in a losln the las, Tule of Vaidez s  i t minute
the second overtime. Unfortunately, 
the game against Hawaii would end in 
similar fashion. After a great perfor­
mance by junior goalie, Yvette Vaidez 
the defense broke down and Hawaii 
scored. The final score was one to zero 
with Hawaii winning in single over­
time. 
Monday, the Tigers faced the 
Cougars of BYU. The ladies are still InnL'i n r» _ Ci . 
, i vent* vdiuez 
helpless against two wide open shots 
The Cougars twice put the ball down 
and m the corners, out of the reach of 
Vaidez. Besides the two scores, Vaidez 
played a good defensive game Bv 
games end, Vaidez had totaled over 
twelve saves. The final score of the 
game was BYU two, Pacific zero 
kPith rftif the fme' first year coach, Keith Coleman had nothing but praise 
for his team. He feels the women are uiu. int? j ai s r  till fnr hk t^rv, n r , looking for their first win in just under plaGnVS' , i t  WO  r  
a year. The last goal the Tigers scored L,! , are 8ettin8 good ex-
was against Washington. The Tigers Colermn L8,a,nst *°P ranKed teams, 
have been held scoreless by their op- gettinefmu tlf i! women are just 
ponents for the two-hundred and sev L.K8 frustrated Wlth the lack of goals 
enty-two minutes of play, huhe game sel V If PUtti"g °Ut the ^ 
against BYU, the Tigers were looking f°jCOre/. 
to make something happen e0 53 tde figers were on the 
The young rfger ?e?m came out ZTslTuLT T ?^ ^  
pushing the ball forward to the often- S turn - * ' but feels ,hings 
sive end. The ladies were passing the M f "d soon' 
ball more effectively, and taking better games *The T*TrgerSarefiveroad 
shots. 8 C1 games. The first is Friday, Sept 23 
The team found their offensive The ntx^hn ^  f°Ur Stanford! 
power from two freshmen, Erin Gowdv ih n<tXthome «ame is Thursday Oc-
and Dana Vasquez. The two women cUumft f St3gg Memoria] Sta-
• . " ,. .dium.at.^ o'clock, against U.C. Davis. 
GINA VISAYA 
Staff  Writer 
The Tigers assume their defensive positions after a Carissa Cliford (#7) spike. 
Photo by Alexandra Garschagen 
The University of the Pacific took 
second place to UCLA last weekend at 
the Mizuno USA Cup in Chicago. The 
University of Wisconsin was ousted by 
the University of Florida 3-1 in the third 
place match. The Tigers upset higher-
ranked Florida on Saturday 3-1 before 
falling to UCLA the following day. The 
loss to the Bruins is the first mar on the 
Tigers' season. 
The Tigers won in a see-saw match 
against a solid Florida team to advance 
to the second and final round of the 
tournament on Saturday. The Gators 
fought hard, but the Tigers proved to 
be even more determined to win as they 
took the match with scores of 16-14, 
13-15, 15-11, 17-15. Senior All-Ameri-
can Charlotte Johansson had career 
highs in both kills and blocks with 29 
and 11, respectively. Junior outside hit­
ter Dominique Benton-Bozman had a 
career second-best 33 kills, also the sec­
ond best kill record in UOP history. 
Freshman Addie Hauschild contributed 
seven blocks, eleven digs, and three 
aces. Hauschild proved to be depend­
able during cmnch time, serving up two 
consecutive aces with her team behind 
by two points, tying the game at 14. 
The win over the Gators pitted 
UOP against the UCLA Bruins for the 
championship on Sunday. The Bruins 
looked good, after dismissing Wiscon­
sin 3-0 in the first round. The Tigers 
won the first game but eventually lost 
to the Bruins 13-15, 15-1.1, 15-11 15-
11. The Bruins actually trail© 
second game 10-5, but they p 
have enough intestinal forti 
turn the game around and v\ 
four points. Although the Brui 
Dominique Benton-Bozman pi 
where she'd left off from th< 
game and collected 30 kills for 
ond consecutive 30+ kill i 
Johansson had another carei 
night with 22 digs. She also cont 
18 kills. With Desiree Leiphami 
the Tigers needed someone to s 
and Carissa Clifford did jus 
Clifford provided a lift with 
highs of 13 kills and 12 digs. Si 
contributed three aces. ? 
Both Johansson and B< 
Bozman were named to the all-t 
ment team. Also, Benton-Bozm; 
selected as Big West Player of the 
the second time in her career 
honored with that distinctidhls 
eraged 7.81 kills a game for the 
and hit .337. Benton-Bozman le 
entire Big West with six kills per 
She has the highest and second-In 
tally in school history. She hat 
consecutive 30+ kill matches this 
end, a first in Pacific history/ 
The Tigers will battle in tw 
matches with the Hawaii Rainbow 
weekend. Hawaii is incidentally o 
two teams, UCLA being the o 
which Pacific has a losing re 
against. Hawaii was picked in the 
season by league coaches to captur 
Big West title. Pacific lost all ti 
matches against the Rainbows last 
son. 
BACK TO SCHOOL FITNESS SPECIAL! 
J MONTH) 
FOR 
Now Hiring I "IB 
For All it-
Positions, i -l 
Full And K 
1 Part-Time. 
| Call Now For VM 
1 information: 
1800/766-7444 
1 Ext. 3194 P 
With this ad and your valid student/faculty l&o.., 
Some restrictions apply. Offer may end a! any W» 
NAUTILI) 
FITNESS CENTEr 
The Future of Fitness 
STOCKTON: 472-240* 
4950 CLAREMONT AVE. 
(NEXT TO CIRCUIT CITY) r 
CALL NOW! 
I Concord 
ffl® NS ^C'tf'Satar^ THt ClUB N£AR Y°U. CALL 1-8OO-24-WORK0I 
Larkspur PTjifsS0 '3' Stan Leanflr0 Santa Cruz . 
Mountain View San Frw San Mateo Santa Rosa * n^n^.lr Sa" Francisco-., San Pablo Saratoga WalnutCre 
° Jose (?i San Ramon fJTB Stockton I 
are avaiiaWelor I iZl?^°l!Lor 14 parer! incentives may bf 
' — r",c rare etbaii at so.n^cente/s. Amenities mav.v 
.. i 
iotaSbeS'Silf,Usedw,!h'hisotter"Mus'thea,r. !!J°S " 
aerobics are availahte °H.0f 4P a r e n t .  I n c e n t i v e s  a y  b e  o t t e r e d  for enroll 
Davis 
Folsom 
Fremont 
If ft.«. SPORTS PACE 23 
trike three, Baseball's Out! 
jFF GOODMAN 
[,rts Editor 
I m what was supposed to be a sea-J filled with triumphs the 28 Ma­
li Paeue teams celebrating the new 
Vway playoff format and league 
linunent—turned into a despicable 
May of greed. Bud Selig,Major 
Kue Baseball's acting Commis-
s announced the end of the 1994 
all season on Wednesday, Sept. 
Potential records were left hang-
[ m the balance for weeks. Instead 
nng a fair crack at these marks, 
League Baseball players have 
i their season nixed completely. 
We are left only with the "what 
". Could Tony Gwynn have batted 
0, or how about Matt Williams and 
i Griffey Jr.'s bid to eclipse Roger 
ris' elusive homerun title. We'll 
er know if Greg Maddux would be 
f to sustain his 1.55 ERA or if Jimmy 
y could have reached the 30 win pla-
jj, Donald Fehr, Major League Base-
Players Union Executive Director, 
Owner's Management negotiator 
d Ravitch played an unnerving 
of salary control for several weeks 
til an inevitable stalemate resulted. 
Both sides held each other in 
contempt, with the hot issue of a sal­
ary cap being the main focus. Owners 
and players alike laid out their list of 
demands, but a compromise could not 
be established. 
The players' demands regarded 
Free Agency, Salary Arbitration, and the 
Minimum salary level. 
Players wanted to eliminate the 
restriction on repeat free agency within 
a five-year span if a player's club offers 
salary arbitration at the end of his con­
tract. Players want to reduce the thresh­
old to two years of service for salary 
arbitration. Players have proposed rais­
ing the minimum salary from $ 109,000 
to $175,000-5200,000. 
In baseball's eighth work stop­
page since 1972, the future of the na­
tional pastime is now in serious jeop­
ardy as we head into a long off-season. 
In this uncertain time, owners are ex­
pected to impose a salary cap and the 
union is expected to halt all player 
signings. The union believes that an 
extended battle would severely lower 
season ticket sales, denying teams rev­
enue and possibly threatening the sol­
vency of some. 
Instead of hastily signing an 
agreement on a salary cap, players have 
Iger's Sports Roundup 
CROSS COUNTRY - after two race meets, the eligibility of freshman 
i and senior Vanessa Davtes was advised not to race due to her fall at the 
"Invitational, (she is still in the healing process.) Junior Bridget Yates received 
e 8°°d news that her injury will not require surgery. 
<hook The winner of the race was from Nevada-Reno in 18:13. Babette 
finished first for Pacific, with a personal best time of 22:05, and aims to 
« under 21:00 in time for the conference tournament Former UOP soccer 
Aimee Girardot competed in her first race in a time of 24:03. She also 
«that radng was "fun". Vickie Sawyer finished in 28:27, improving her time 
Coach Felicia Rowley hopes to have a full team at the Aggie 
TV31 wlfich is a very high caliber; competitive race. 
meet 
HELD HOCKEY- The Tiger's traveled to Orono, Maine last week for the East 
nSf0"31 Pacific was shut out 3-0 by Maine, then dropped their next 
If you've ever thought 
about making your own 
beer, now Is your chance. 
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17 
Stockton, CA 95210 
(209) 957-4549 
FREE CLASSES 
hung tough, with the rationale that 
they are doing what is best for future 
players and those currently in the Mi­
nor leagues. A salary cap would limit 
the total amount of money teams' can 
spend on players' salaries. 
The owners argue that they need 
control over player costs, and that a 
salary cap would do it Players contend 
the owners are trying to resolve their 
revenue-sharing problem, that teams in 
different size cities have vastly differ­
ent amounts of money, by making the 
players pay for it. 
"Owners won't change their sal­
ary cap proposal unless players are will­
ing to bargain for a set percentage of 
income or a fixed dollar amount," 
Ravitch said. 
Historically, the owners have 
folded because erf the television, rev­
enue that the games create. Now, be­
cause of the recent drop in TV revenue, 
the unified owners aren't cracking like 
they have in the past. 
The demands made by the man­
agement team are considered much too 
stringent to the players in the free mar­
ket enterprise of baseball. Owners want 
to eliminate salary arbitration alto­
gether. The owners are unhappy with 
the current 58-42% revenue split and 
want to balance this at 50-50, with $1 
billion guaranteed over seven years if 
revenues don't decrease. 
Whether an agreement can be 
made for the 1995 season remains to 
be seen. Both sides have risked losing, 
going to the edge to defend their 
causes. Now, we are all losers. Venders 
and concessionaires have lost months 
of income and fens have been forced 
to turn their attention else where dur­
ing the autumn season. 
One would think after owners 
lose approximately $200million, while 
$100 million in players salaries will 
never be realized, that the stubbornness 
would come to an end. But in this 
battle between millionaire owners and 
millionaire ballplayers, a compromise 
appears to be too expensive. 
We are now left with a tarnished 
impression of the future for profes­
sional baseball. In a business where the 
average employee earns $12 million a 
year, and the business owner gets filthy 
rich, the picture becomes much clearer. 
The greed and egos must take a 
backseat to the intrinsic value the game 
offers to the millions of fans that in es­
sence, pay the athlete's and owner's 
salaries. 
Southwest 
continued from Page 21 
of six turnovers for Pacific. 
Senior running back Stanley 
Green was an important decoy who 
exploited the Bobcat defense for a 
touchdown of his own as the fourth 
quarter began. Abdullah scored his sec­
ond touchdown minutes later, sealing 
1 
the victory for the Tigers. 
Pacific, 2-1, is only one victory 
shy of matching their season total for 
wins in each of the last two seasons. 
The Tigers will shift all focus to this 
Saturday's match-up against the 
nation's top-ranked Nebraska 
Cornhuskers. 
ARE YOU STILL READING? 
You must really like sports. 
Take the next step -write for The Pacifican. 
Call Geoff at 946-2115 
/SYrfONEOA 
JAPANESE 
VW RESTAURANT 
SINCE 1970 
A U T H E N T I C  J A P A N  
Authentic Japanese Cuisine 
Sushi • Tempura • Teriyaki • Sukiyaki 
477-1667 
1101 E. March Lane Suite #M 
E S E  C U I S I N E  
PI 
PACt 24 
The Pacific, 
Sports Calendar 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23 
Women's Volleyball vs. Hawaii, Spanos Center, 7:30 PM 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24 
football at Nebraska, 1 PM, (11 am PST) 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25 
Men's Tennis vs. Asia University of Japan, 
Brookside Courts, 1 PM 
Women's Tennis vs. Asia University of Japan, 
Brookside Courts, 1 PM 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 27 
Women's Volleyball vs. Sacramento State, 7:30 PM 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28 
Women's Fieid Hockey at California, 3:30 PM 
Women's Soccer at San Francisco, 5 PM 
Side Lines 
continued from Page 21 
time to kick Southwest Texas State out 
of our house. The defense played well, 
but they have to continue,to do their 
job. The team comes together. There's 
another half to play. 
The final gunshot has sounded. 
1 he game is over. Once again the locker 
room is filled, but the atmosphere dif­
ferent . The half time silence is replaced 
by the traditional Tiger fight song. Play­
ers embrace each other. The battle is 
over. l or the first time in 18 years, the 
Tigers are 2-1. Hopes rise for a success­
ful season. 
The team prays. The head coach 
gives a speech. Reality sets in. Players 
remember next week's opponent, #1 
Nebraska. But for now, nothing can 
take away the victory. The work was 
wonflj.il. 
Men's Soccer club 
is "back in black / /  
1994 appears to be an exciting 
year for the UOP Men's Soccer Club. 
After surviving the rebuilding process 
during the 1993-1994 season, in which 
it was able to post a .500 winning per­
centage, the club has set its sights 
higher. The club, in new black uni­
forms, will now compete in a league 
with other club teams from Utah State, 
UC Riverside, and Long Beach State. 
The team consists of experienced 
players from several U.S. states and four 
continents. The team draws its players 
from an ethnically diverse pool, and 
has surprising depth at several key po­
sitions. The fate of the club rests in the 
capable hands of second year Guate­
malan coach Luis Rojas, who must not 
only keep his players happy, but at­
tempt to fuse his player's differing 
styles as well. So far his strategies are 
146 
>11' 
JeP 
99' 
working as the team has earned 
1 record in its first week of play. 
Look for Craig Lombard! 
Chris Sanders to continue in k< 
ership roles to solidify the deft 
third of the field, and multi-ta] 
Jesus Lopez and Mark Merrhelsti 
control the midfield. forwards ( 
I'itto and Hussain Salmeen will 
give constant pressure to opp« 
goalkeepers. As if that were 
enough, Tony St. George and 
Mitchell lead the best freshman 
of players the team has seen in yt 
With outstanding coaching and 
team's relentless commitment toes 
lence, the UOP Men's Soccer 
looks poised to have a successfu 
son and possibly bring Division 
cer back to Stagg Stadium. -
11 a.m.-5 p.m. Sunday 
Stockton Civic Auditorium 
Admission $1, under 10 free 
Benefits the Stockton 
Shelterfor the Homeless 
International Food & Pastry Booths • 
Entertainment • Cooking • Demonstrations 
